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I. INTRODUCTION

In this final report major research progress and findings which have been made on the contract entitled, "Thin-Film Acousto-Optic Surface Wave Interactions and Devices", (N00014-67-A-0314-0020 and N00014-75-C-0948) are described. The overall objectives of this investigation are: (1) to study the diffraction phenomena of multiple surface acoustic waves in both isotropic and anisotropic substrates and the thin-film (guided-wave) acousto-optic interactions, and the related new devices, (2) to establish the design constraints and criteria of the related devices, and (3) to explore the potential applications of the related devices. The specific topics which have been investigated include:

1. surface acoustic waves (SAW) from plane array transducer,
2. surface acoustic waves from stepped array transducer,
3. guided-wave acousto-optic bragg-diffraction from a single SAW,
4. guided-wave acousto-optic bragg-diffraction from two tilted SAWs,
5. guided-wave acousto-optic bragg-diffraction by an N-SAW array-general case,
6. guided-wave acousto-optic bragg-diffraction from multiple tilted SAWs-experimental results,
7. guided-wave acousto-optic bragg-diffraction from phased SAWs,
8. wideband applications using guided-wave acousto-optic bragg devices.

The objectives of this contract have been achieved.
PART I
MULTIPLE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DIFFRACTION PHENOMENA AND DEVICES

Most of the Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) applications for radar signal processing involve interdigital array transducers of the type in which variable pitches are implemented along the acoustic propagation path (1). Although several possible applications have been suggested for a second type of array transducers in which a number of interdigital transducers are placed side by side in a direction perpendicular to the acoustic propagation path, relatively little experimental work involving this type of array transducer (henceforth called the transverse array transducers) has been reported (2).

We have fabricated transverse array transducers in which the aperture of the element transducer and the separation between adjacent element transducers are only a few acoustic wavelengths on PZT and Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrates. This transverse array transducer has two versions, namely, the plane array and the stepped array. We have studied the diffraction pattern and its electronic scanning of the resultant acoustic beam from such array transducers. Two types of electronic scanning, namely, the phase and frequency scanning have been investigated. Phase and frequency scanning of the acoustic beam were achieved by varying the phase slope and the frequency, respectively, of the rf excitations to the appropriate array transducers.

The results show that for a limited angular scan as the one considered in this study the diffraction patterns and their phase and frequency scanning may be described, to a large degree, in terms of the phased-and frequency-scanning array antenna theory with some modifications. Some applications with both types of array transducers are described. In particular, the stepped array transducer is shown to have several immediate applications in connection with wideband guided-light beam deflection.
II. SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES FROM PLANAR ARRAY TRANSUDER

A. Phase Scanning of the SAW Array on Isotropic Substrate

Experiments have been carried out using multi-element array transducer configurations such as the one shown in the insert in Figure 2. The array transducers were fabricated on the isotropic piezoelectric substrate of PZT ceramics and consist of two to eight elements operating at 5.5-7 MHz, but only the results for the two- and six-element arrays are presented in this report. For the 5.5 MHz two-element array the element transducer aperture and the separation between them are, respectively, 1.2 and 2.4 mm, corresponding to three and six acoustic wavelengths. For the 7 MHz six-element array they are, respectively, 0.47 and 0.94 mm, corresponding to one and a half and three acoustic wavelengths. Individual transducer elements were rf excited with a variable phase shifter between adjacent elements. The interference patterns and their electronic phase scanning were probed by measuring the piezoelectric field accompanying the acoustic field using a tungsten probe (6). The results are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The interference pattern as shown in Fig. 1 agrees very well with that of a one-dimensional double-slit in optics (7). A slight irregularity in the experimental data is believed to be due to the nonideal surface condition of the PZT in which an aggregate of pits up to 30 μm size was observed. In Fig. 2 the calculated diffraction patterns for an isotropic linear microwave phased-array antenna using the well known formula (8) are also shown. This formula is given in Equation (1)

\[
I(\theta) = \left[ \frac{\sin(A/\sin(\theta))}{\sin(\theta)} \right]^2 \left[ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi N (d/\lambda)(\sin(\theta) - \sin(\theta_o))}{A} \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\pi (d/\lambda)(\sin(\theta) - \sin(\theta_o))}{A} \right)} \right]^2, \quad (1)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHASED-ARRAY PARAMETERS</th>
<th>THEORETICAL RESULTS</th>
<th>DEGREE OF AGREEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh Beam Width of the Main-Lobe</td>
<td>(A/Nd)</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase-Shift Required Per Scanned Beam Width Position (\phi)</td>
<td>(2\pi/N)</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scannable Beam Width Positions</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-Lobe Strength</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( A = \text{wavelength}; \quad N = \text{number of array elements}; \quad \text{and } d = \text{separation between elements.} \)
where:

\[ I(\theta) = \text{far-field diffraction pattern} \]
\[ a = \text{aperture of element transducer} \]
\[ \lambda = \text{wavelength of the surface acoustic wave} \]
\[ \theta = \text{angle of the far-field point measured from the boreside direction of the linear array} \]
\[ N = \text{number of array elements} \]
\[ d = \text{separation between adjacent elements} \]
\[ \phi = \text{phase shift between adjacent elements} \]
\[
\sin \theta_o = \left( \frac{\phi_o}{2\pi} \right) \left( \frac{\lambda}{d} \right)
\]

The degree of agreement between the experimental and the calculated results is indicated in Table I. It is seen that the experimental results agree well with the calculated values with regard to the beam width and the positions of the main and side lobes. However, it is noted that the measured side lobe strength for the six-element array is substantially larger than that of the calculated value. This disagreement is believed to be due to the unequal acoustic waves, both in amplitude and phase, being generated in each element transducer resulting from the coupling among the element transducers. A detailed measurement of this coupling effect in conjunction with the stepped array transducer will be given in Section III.A.

Finally, it should be noted that as a result of their excessive acoustic losses PZT ceramics are not the best materials for phase scanning devices operating at frequencies much higher than 7 MHz. Phase scanning experiments at higher frequencies may utilize materials such as ZnO and CdS in their basal plane for a large angular scan and materials such as LiNbO₃ and Y-cut quartz for a limited angular scan.

B. Processing of Phased-Array Antenna Signals Using a Plane SAW Array Transducer

The experimental results have indicated that the diffraction phenomena and the phase scanning properties of surface acoustic waves on an isotropic substrate from a plane array transducer closely resemble that of an isotropic linear electromagnetic phased array. Consequently, such an array transducer may be employed to create a replica of the diffraction pattern of a linear receiving phased-array antenna, in addition to its obvious application as an acoustic beam scanner. The receiving antenna diffraction pattern
Fig. 1 Interference Pattern of the Surface Acoustic Waves from a Two-Element Phased-Array Transducer (Frequency = 5.5 MHz, \( a_s = 3.14 \) Wavelength, \( d_s = 6.23 \) Wavelength, the phase shift between the excitations to the Two Transducers is \( 180^\circ \) for the Upper Plot.)
Fig. 2 Phase-scanning of Surface Acoustic Array (Frequency = 7.1 MHz, Aperture of Element Transducer = 1.5 Wavelength, Separation of Adjacent Element Transducers = 3.0 Wavelength) Number of Element Transducers = 6, $\phi$ = Phase Shift Between Adjacent Elements.
can be reconstructed by simply applying, one to one, the outputs of the antenna elements to the transducer elements. It follows that such an array transducer can be used as a signal processor for a linear receiving phased-array antenna requiring no phase shifters or delay lines the way conventional signal processors do. First, the basic relations which indicate the acoustic reconstruction of the beam pattern of the electromagnetic array antenna are derived, to be followed by a description of a possible configuration for the proposed signal processor and its distinct advantages.

1. Acoustic Reconstruction of the Beam Pattern of a Linear Electromagnetic Receiving Array Antenna

Consider a linear electromagnetic receiving array antenna and a plane SAW array transducer each having N identical elements. The outputs of the antenna elements are applied to the transducer elements in the manner just described (see Fig. 3).

Rewriting Eq. (1), the far-field beam patterns of the electromagnetic wave and surface acoustic wave arrays are given as follows

\[ I(\theta) = \left[ \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\pi a}{\Lambda} \sin (\theta) \right)}{\left( \frac{\pi a}{\Lambda} \sin (\theta) \right)} \right]^2 \]

where the first factor is called the element factor and the second factor is the array factor. The subscript i designates e for the electromagnetic wave array and s for the SAW array, e.g., a_e and a_s designate, respectively, the aperture of the element of the electromagnetic wave array and the SAW array.

When a target signal from a direction \( \theta_e \) is received by the electromagnetic wave array the phase shift between adjacent elements \( \phi_{oe} \) is given by

\[ \phi_{oe} = 2 \pi \left( \frac{d_{oe}}{\lambda_e} \right) \sin (\theta) \]

Since this same phase shift is carried over to the SAW array we have \( \phi_{os} = \phi_{oe} \). The far-field beam pattern of the SAW array is obtained by substituting \( \phi_{os} \) into Eq. (2). Thus we have
\[
I(\theta_s) = \left[ \sin \left( \frac{\pi d_s}{\Lambda_s} \sin (\theta_s) \right) \right]^2 \left[ \sin \left( \frac{\pi d_e}{\Lambda_e} \sin (\theta_e) \right) \right]^2
\]

\[
\sin \left( \frac{\pi d_s}{\Lambda_s} \sin (\theta_s) \right) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi d_e}{\Lambda_e} \sin (\theta_e) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\pi d_s}{\Lambda_s} \sin (\theta_s) = \frac{\pi d_e}{\Lambda_e} \sin (\theta_e)
\]

It is immediately clear that for a phase shift \( \theta_{os} = \theta_{oe} \) corresponding to a target direction \( \theta_e \), the main lobe of the resulting SAW beam pattern is scanned by an angle \( \theta_s \) given by the following relation

\[
\sin (\theta_s) = \left( \frac{d_e}{\Lambda_e} \right) \sin (\theta_e)
\]

From Eq. (5) we see that \( \theta_s = \theta_e \) when \( d_s/\Lambda_s = d_e/\Lambda_e \), namely, the angular scan of the SAW beam is identical to that of the electromagnetic wave when the separation between adjacent element transducers in acoustic wavelength is identical to that between adjacent antenna elements in electromagnetic wavelength. Also, \( \theta_s > \theta_e \) when \( d_s/\Lambda_s < d_e/\Lambda_e \) and \( \theta_s < \theta_e \) when \( d_s/\Lambda_s > d_e/\Lambda_e \).

Just as in many scanning devices it is the number of resolvable beam widths (not the scanning angle) which is of real importance. We recall from the basic relations of the phased-array antenna given in Table I that the total number of scannable beam width positions between adjacent grating lobes is identical to the number of array elements \( N \), independent of the separation of adjacent array elements. Thus, \( d_s/\Lambda_s \) for the SAW array need not be in the order of unity or smaller as the electromagnetic array does. This is a very important consideration for the design of a SAW array because the wavelength of the acoustic wave is smaller than that of the electromagnetic wave by a factor of approximately \( 10^5 \) and also because many SAW materials are acoustically anisotropic and, therefore, only a relatively small angular range along certain directions may be considered isotropic or approximately isotropic.

From Equation (4) the angular scan of the \( \pm \) \( m \) th grating lobes may be determined by the equation \( \pi (d_s/\Lambda_s) \sin (\theta_s) - \pi (d_e/\Lambda_e) \sin (\theta_e) = \pm mn \), where \( m \) is an integer. In the proposed SAW signal processor to be described in the following subsection only the main lobe will be utilized. For this purpose the aperture of the element transducer \( a_s \) must be properly chosen so that the strengths of the grating lobes are substantially smaller than that of the main lobe.
Fig. 3 Reconstruction of the Beam Pattern of a Linear Electromagnetic Phased-Array Antenna Using a Surface Acoustic Wave Plane Array Transducer.
2. Surface Acoustic Wave Signal Processor with No Phase Shifters

In one form of such a signal processor, a number of output transducers (equal to N for an array antenna and the corresponding array transducer of N elements) are placed along a certain circumference at a far-field location of the acoustic beam. The aperture size of each output transducer is determined by the beam width of the diffraction pattern. An acoustic lens may also be incorporated to bring the far-field diffraction pattern to a more convenient location. Such a signal processor is capable of forming N resolvable target signals simultaneously without requiring any phase-shifter or delay line. It should be noted that for a conventional signal processor N phase shifters or delay lines are required to form N target signals sequentially in an N-element linear phased-array antenna, and for simultaneous processing N² phase shifters or delay lines are required (9). As a result, the conventional signal processing technique is complicated and expensive when N is large.

Thus, in addition to its obvious application for acoustic beam scanning, the array transducer described above is useful as a signal processor, requiring no phase shifter or delay lines, for sonars and electromagnetic phased-array antenna applications. The distinct advantages of the proposed acoustic surface wave signal processor over the conventional signal processor are its low cost in addition to its compactness, small size, and light weight. It should be noted that in order to alleviate the limitation of acoustic losses the proposed processor may process the target signals at a convenient intermediate frequency by down-conversion and heterodyning as conventional processors do.
III. SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES FROM STEPPED ARRAY TRANSUDER

Multi-element array transducer configurations such as the one shown in Figure 4 were fabricated on the isotropic substrate of PZT ceramics and the anisotropic substrate of Y-cut ± 21.8° propagating LiNbO₃ but only the results for the latter are given here. For the 68 MHz four-element array the aperture of the element transducer and the separation between adjacent element transducers are, respectively, three and four acoustic wavelengths, corresponding to 150 and 200 μ. Each element transducer has five finger pairs and thus has a bandwidth of approximately 20%. To demonstrate the frequency scanning of this array transducer the conducting pads were connected in such a way that the four-element transducers were driven in parallel and adjacent element transducers were driven opposite phase. The diffraction pattern of individual element transducers and the interference pattern of the array transducer and its electronic scanning were obtained by measuring the intensity of the first-order diffracted light using a scannable laser light probe (10).

A. Near- and Far-Field Diffraction Patterns of Element Transducer and the Coupling Between Element Transducers

Diffraction and beam steering of surface acoustic waves generated by a single interdigital transducer of relatively large aperture, on an anisotropic substrate, has been rather extensively studied in recent years (11-15). One of the conclusions of the studies is that as a result of the acoustic anisotropy the diffraction spreading of an acoustic beam in an anisotropic substrate is \((1 + \gamma)\) times the diffraction spreading in an isotropic substrate. Here \(\gamma\) designates an anisotropy parameter and is equal to the slope of the power flow. Thus, depending on the sign of \(\gamma\) diffraction spreading of a surface acoustic beam on an anisotropic substrate can be either accentuated or reduced in comparison to that on an isotropic substrate. For the substrate of a Y-cut LiNbO₃ plate \(\gamma\) is, respectively, -0.901 and 0.393 for a surface acoustic beam propagating along the z-axis and in the ± 21.8° direction from the z-axis (15). Thus the far-field interference patterns of multi-element SAW arrays can be generated and studied at a much shorter distance from the array transducer with propagation along the ± 21.8° direction than along the z-axis. For this reason stepped array transducers were fabricated along the ± 21.8° direction.
Fig. 4 Four-Element Stepped Array Transducer.
Since one of the purposes of this study is to determine the maximum angular scan achievable, the aperture of each element transducer, namely three acoustic wavelengths, was chosen considerably smaller than that being employed by other investigators so that the beam width of the element factor in Eq. (2) could be sufficiently large. Consequently, it was also of interest to determine if the diffraction spreading of such a small aperture could still be described by a single $\gamma$ of 0.393. Also, in order to study the coupling strength among the element transducers, the gap (inactive region) between adjacent element transducers was chosen as small as one wavelength. Coupling can arise from either electrical coupling by radiation and capacitive effects or acoustic coupling.

In order to measure the near- and far-field diffraction patterns of element transducers and the coupling strength between element transducers the conducting pads of the element transducers were connected in the open- and short-circuited configurations shown in the insert of Figures 5 and 6. The spot size of the laser light probe, defined between the half-power points, was about 30$\mu$m. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. From the plots we find that the measured beam width of the far-field diffraction pattern agrees with the calculated value, using $\gamma = 0.393$, within 5% and that the diffraction pattern carries no side lobes. Also, from the near-field acoustic intensity distributions it was found that in both open- and short-circuit configurations the coupling associated with the middle two element transducers was considerably stronger than that with the end element transducers. It was also found that the acoustic field from the four-element transducers were not of equal strength, the #3 element transducer being the weakest. The reason for this large irregularity was traced down to a degraded conducting pad for this particular element transducer.

From the experimental data on the coupling strengths and an examination of the interdigital electrode configuration, we tentatively conclude that the reason for the excessive coupling with the middle two transducers but not the two end transducers is the usage of the common-electrode configuration (see Fig. 4) for the former. Further study on this important coupling problems is in progress.
Fig. 5 Diffraction Patterns of Element Transducer \( \theta \)1 or \( \theta \)4 at \( f = 68 \) MHz:
(a) Open-Circuited Configurations
(b) Short-Circuited Configurations
(Horizontal Scale: 1.0 mm per major division)
Fig. 6 Diffraction Patterns of Element Transducers #2 or #3 at f = 68 MHz:
(a) Open-Circuited Configurations
(b) Short-Circuited Configurations
(Horizontal Scale: 1.0 mm per major division)
B. Interference Patterns of the Four-Element Stepped Array

As mentioned previously, in order to demonstrate frequency scanning, the element transducers were driven in parallel and the adjacent element transducers were driven in opposite phase. Each element transducer has five interdigital finger pairs and has, therefore, a theoretical acoustic bandwidth of approximately 20%. The measured bandwidth is 18%. The step height between adjacent element transducers is three half acoustic wavelengths at the center frequency of 68 MHz.

The far-field diffraction patterns which were taken at a distance of one inch from the array transducer are shown in Figure 7. Note that the measured beam width agrees within 5% of the calculated value for an array with equal amplitude and exactly opposite phase between adjacent element transducers but the side lobe strength is considerably larger than the calculated value (not shown). This discrepancy is believed to be mainly due to the unequal acoustic amplitude for each element transducer and a phase shift other than 180° (henceforth called the phase deviation) between adjacent element transducers—a result of coupling among element transducers. Based on symmetry considerations, element transducers #2 and #3 should have identical phase deviation. The same is true for element transducers #1 and #4.

To verify the explanation given above, computer plots for the diffraction pattern using the amplitudes of the element transducers (as determined from the measured near-field acoustic intensity profile) and a series of assumed phase deviations $\Delta \phi$ for the two middle transducers in comparison to the two end transducers have been obtained. Figure 7 shows the degree of agreement between the experimental plot and the computer plot with an assumed phase deviation of $30^\circ$ at the center frequency of 68 MHz. The relative amplitudes for the element transducers #1, 2, 3, and 4 are, respectively, 1.0, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.9.

C. Frequency Scanning of the SAW from the Four-Element Stepped Array

The derivation given below follows the approach commonly employed for frequency-scanning linear array antennas (16). We observe that the step height in the SAW stepped array corresponds to the incremental transmission line in frequency-scanning array antennas. Since adjacent element transducers of the stepped array studied are excited in opposite phase the phase shift between adjacent element transducers on an isotropic substrate $\phi$ is
Fig. 7 Comparison of the Measured and Calculated Diffraction Patterns for the Four-Element Stepped Array at $f = 68 \, \text{MHz}$.

(Horizontal Scale: 1.0 mm per major division)
\[
\phi = 2\pi \frac{d_s}{\Lambda_s} \sin \left(\frac{\Theta_s}{S}\right) + 2\pi \frac{S}{\Lambda_s} + \pi
\]

or
\[
\phi = 2\pi \left\{ \frac{f}{f_0} \left( \frac{d_s}{\Lambda_s} \sin \left(\frac{\Theta_s}{S}\right) + \frac{P}{2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \right\}
\]

where:
- \(d_s\) = separation between adjacent element transducers
- \(S\) = step height between adjacent element transducers
- \(P = \text{integer} \left\lfloor \frac{\Lambda_{so}}{2} \right\rfloor \)
- \(\Lambda_{so}\) = acoustic wavelength at the center frequency \(f_0\)
- \(\Lambda_s\) = acoustic wavelength at the frequency \(f\)
- \(\Theta_s\) = angle of the far-field point measured from the boreside direction of the linear array.

Using Equation (6) the maxima of the \(m\)th grating lobes of a stepped array on an anisotropic substrate (characterized by the anisotropic parameter \(\gamma\)) are given by the following expression,

\[
\sin \left(\frac{\Theta_{sm}}{S}\right) = (1 + \gamma) \frac{\gamma_{so}}{d_s} \left\{ \frac{(m - 1)}{2} \frac{f_0}{f} - \frac{P}{2} \right\}
\]

Note that for the stepped array transducer being studied \(P = 3\) (the step height \(S\) is equal to three half acoustic wavelengths at the center frequency) and therefore \(\Theta_{so} = 0\) for \(m = 2\) at \(f = f_0\). In other words, the second grating lobe is peaked at the forward direction at the center frequency. This particular grating lobe was studied in the frequency scanning experiment to be described later.

For an array of \(N\) elements the Rayleigh beam width of the beam pattern, \(\delta \theta_{\text{diff}}\), is given by \((1 + \gamma)\gamma_{so}/Nd_s\). Using Eq. (7) the number of resolvable beam width positions \(R\) for a frequency tuning of \(\Delta f = f - f_0\) can be easily obtained. For the case in which \(\Theta_{sm}\) is sufficiently small so that \(\sin \left(\frac{\Theta_{sm}}{S}\right) = \Theta_{sm}\) the following simplified expression for \(R\) is obtained.
Thus the fractional frequency tuning required for the scanning of one Rayleigh beam width position is

$$\frac{\Delta f}{f_0} = -\frac{2}{N(2m-1)}$$

For the stepped array transducer being studied $N = 4$ and $m = 2$ as described previously. Thus, $(\Delta f/f_0)$ required for the scanning of one resolvable beam width position is 16.6%, namely $\Delta f = 11.3$ MHz with $f_0 = 68$ MHz.

Frequency scanning of the diffraction pattern is illustrated in a series of plots shown in Figure 8. From the plots the frequency tuning for one Rayleigh beam width position is found to be about 8 MHz which compares fairly with the calculated value of 11.3 MHz.

**D. Possible Applications of the Frequency Scanning Transducer Array**

In this subsection only a few immediate applications will be discussed.

1. Electro-Acousto-Optic Signal Processor for Phased-Array Antenna

This processor consists of a plane array transducer for the generation of a multi-channel SAWs and a laser reflection and projection system (17). The laser beam is reflected from the substrate in which the multi-channel SAW propagates. The phased signals from the antenna array elements are applied, one to one, to the array transducer elements. From the deflection angle of the first-order diffracted light in the direction of the SAW propagation and in the direction orthogonal to it the frequency and angle of arrival of the target signal can be determined. It should be noted that the aperture in acoustic wavelength of the element transducers of the array transducer studied in (17) was at least 10 times larger than that of the array transducers studied here. As a result, each individual acoustic beam remained collimated at the acousto-optic interaction region and no measurement of the far-field diffraction pattern such as the ones presented in this report (Section III.B) was made.
Fig. 8 Frequency Scanning of the SAW from a Four-Element Stepped Array. Beam Patterns Were Taken at One Inch from the Array Transducer.

(Horizontal Scale: 1.0 mm per major scale, corresponding to an angular scan of 2.3°)
2. Acoustic Spectrum Analyzer

The frequency scanning array transducer may be utilized for spectrum analysis for the target signals without employing a light beam as the first application does. One version of this acoustic spectrum analyzer may take the same form as that of the signal processor described in Section II.B. Since \( N \) frequency channels are resolvable with an array transducer of \( N \) elements a number of \( N \) output transducers are placed along a circumference at a far-field location of the acoustic beam. The aperture size of each output transducer is determined by the beam width of the diffraction pattern. Finally, the frequency resolution is inversely proportional to \( N \) (see Equation (9)).

3. Wideband Guided-Light Beam Deflector and Acousto-optic Spectrum Analyzer

In addition to its use as an acoustic beam scanner the frequency scanning array transducer can also be employed to achieve wideband light beam deflection in thin film integrated optics systems. This is possible because scanning of the acoustic beam enables the acoustic beam to track the Bragg condition and, therefore, make efficient diffraction possible for a wide frequency band (18, 19). It has been pointed out that the control of the acoustic beam spread in thin-film acousto-optic beam deflection is very important in order to reduce competing Bragg processes which cause unwanted effects such as the reduction in the resolvable spots and the unwanted modes switching (20). Thus, the shaping and steering of the acoustic beam using the stepped array will certainly provide a very useful means for such a desirable control. By employing the beam steering technique we expect to achieve a large number of resolvable spots at a sufficiently small acoustic beam spread to minimize the unwanted effects mentioned above. Based on the same argument it follows that the efficiency and channel capacity of a thin-film acousto-optic spectrum analyzer may be improved considerably when a frequency scanning array transducer is employed instead of a single transducer. A thin-film acousto-optic spectrum analyzer using a single transducer has been suggested (21). We have demonstrated experimentally that a wider bandwidth is achievable with a thin-film acousto-optic beam deflector which employs a two-element array transducer fabricated on the out-diffused optical waveguide of a \( Y \)-cut LiNbO\(_3\) substrate (22). The results of this study and other related studies are described in Part II of this report.
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PART II
GUIDED - WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC INTERACTIONS AND DEVICES

Noncollinear, coplanar acousto-optic Bragg interaction, involving surface acoustic waves (SAW) and guided-optical waves (Fig. 1), has been a subject of considerable interest in recent years (1-17). Some of the more obvious advantages of the related guided-wave A-O Bragg devices over their bulk-type counterparts are: (1) since the energies of both the guided-optical waves and the SAWs are concentrated in a thin layer and also since both waves spread (by diffraction) only in one dimension, less RF drive power is required to achieve a high diffraction efficiency with the guided-wave devices, (2) the dispersion properties of both the guided-light waves and the SAWs enable the phase matching conditions to be fulfilled for a wider range of acoustic frequency and, therefore, a wider device bandwidth is inherent with guided-wave devices, (3) guided-wave devices have smaller size and lighter weight, and have less critical isolation and alignment problems, (4) there exists a good possibility for batch fabrication of the guided-wave devices and thus for a great reduction in cost, and (5) as a result of their planar configuration the guided-wave devices are easier to fabricate and are more compatible with future fiber/integrated optic systems. Indeed, very efficient diffraction has been demonstrated in recent experiments using Y-cut LiNbO₃ waveguiding layers (5, 11-14). For example, a diffraction efficiency of 85% and a -3db bandwidth of 100 MHz, requiring only 190-mw electric drive power, have been demonstrated using a single SAW of 180-MHz center frequency (14). This efficient interaction results, not only from the fact that the frequency range of the SAW may be chosen to achieve a good matching between optical confinement and the SAW penetration depth, but also from the fact that the electro-optic effect arising from the intense piezoelectric field, which accompanies the SAW, can enhance the interaction in the Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate (13).

However, for many potential applications involving guided-wave A-O devices bandwidth is the most important device characteristic, particularly for a number of anticipated wideband applications to be discussed later in this report. For example, in beam deflection and switching applications the wider the device bandwidth, the larger will be the number of scannable spot diameters and the faster will be the switching speed of the deflected light beam. Bandwidth of a guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg device is limited by both the acoustic bandwidth of the SAW transducer and the Bragg bandwidth.
The first inherent limitation of guided-wave A-O devices which employ a single interdigital transducer and, thus, a single SAW is their relatively small acoustic bandwidth. This limitation results from the fact that the fractional acoustic bandwidth is inversely proportional to the number of finger electrode pairs while the electric-acoustic conversion efficiency is proportional to the number of finger electrode pairs squared \((19)\). It follows that a balance between the fractional acoustic bandwidth and the electric-acoustic conversion efficiency will automatically limit the former to a relatively small value.

With regard to the second inherent limitation on the device bandwidth, it is observed that unlike bulk-type devices \((20)\), the Bragg bandwidth of guided-wave devices is not only limited by the acoustic center frequency, the acoustic bandwidth, and the aperture of the SAW, but also depends on the diffraction efficiency of the device and the optical modes involved \((14)\). While this dependence for the devices which employ \(Y\)-cut LiNbO\(_3\) substrate is presented in this report, it suffices to point out here that in order to realize a large Bragg bandwidth (assuming an acoustic bandwidth sufficiently larger than the Bragg bandwidth) the aperture of the single SAW must be chosen very small. This requirement in turn results in a drastic decrease in diffraction efficiency. Under such an unfavorable condition a device with both large diffraction efficiency and large bandwidth requires a large rf drive power which may easily result in the failure of the interdigital transducer. Thus, it can be concluded that diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product of a guided-wave A-O device using a single SAW is rather limited.

In this study, we have experimented with two device configurations utilizing multiple SAWs, mainly, tilted \((11-14)\) and phased SAWs \((6, 10, 11)\), in order to determine their bandwidth capability. The first device configuration employs multiple interdigital SAW transducers which are characterized by staggered center frequencies and propagation axes tilted with respect to each other. It is clear that the multiple tilted SAWs generated by such a transducer array can be made to satisfy the Bragg condition in each frequency band and thus enable a broad composite frequency response to be realized. The second device configuration is characterized by multiple interdigital SAW transducers of identical center frequency and propagation axis, but arranged
in a stepped configuration. As a result of the step height a phase shift is introduced between adjacent SAWs, and the resultant wavefront can be scanned by varying the acoustic frequency, as described in Section III. Scanning of the wavefront enables a composite acoustic beam of large aperture to track the Bragg condition and, therefore, makes efficient diffraction possible for a relatively wide frequency band. Preliminary experimental results have borne out the above observations. For example, by employing just two tilted SAWs on a Y-cut LiNbO₃ out-diffused waveguide, a -3db bandwidth of 200 MHz with 50% diffraction efficiency was obtained, requiring a total electric drive power of only 200 mw (13). Also, by employing six-element phased SAWs, a -3db bandwidth of 110 MHz with 50% diffraction efficiency was obtained, requiring a total electric drive power of only 68 mw (21). These performance figures greatly exceed that obtained in previous devices which employ only a single SAW.

In this report theoretical and experimental results relating the two wideband device configuration referred to above are described. First, the diffraction efficiency and the bandwidth of the acousto-optic Bragg diffraction using a single SAW in a Y-cut LiNbO₃ out-diffused optical guiding layer are analyzed in detail. The methodology for numerical computation has been established to calculate the diffraction efficiency and the bandwidth as a function of the optical and acoustic parameters such as the penetration depth of the guiding layer, waveguide modes, direction of propagation, center frequency and aperture of the SAW. The same analytical approach and numerical computation methodology are then applied to the case of two tilted SAWs and finally to the case of N-tilted and phased SAWs. The resultant diffraction efficiency and the bandwidth, as a function of various device parameters such as the center frequency and the beam aperture of the individual SAWs, the tilt angle and the step height as well as the phase shift between adjacent SAWs, and the optical waveguide modes involved are calculated. Experiments using two to four tilted SAWs and two to six-element phased SAWs in single-mode Y-cut LiNbO₃ out-diffused waveguides (22) were carried out to verify the theoretical predictions. In one of the wideband units being studied, a device bandwidth of 358 MHz has been realized. A bandwidth of 358 MHz enables the device to deflect a light beam of 1-cm aperture into 1000 resolvable spot diameters at a random-access switching time of 2.8 μs. The development of this wideband technique has paved the way for using such guided-wave acousto-optic devices for a number of wideband applications. Experimental demonstration of four applications is described together with preliminary performance figures.
IV. GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION FROM A SINGLE SURFACE
ACOUSTIC WAVE

A. Coupled-Mode Analysis

We have employed the coupled-mode approach similar to that employed by Ohmachi (3) for the analysis of noncollinear, coplanar Bragg diffraction from multiple-tilted SAWs (see Figure 2). It should be noted, however, that while a step-index optical waveguide is considered in Reference 3, a gradient-index optical waveguide is considered in this study as Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguiding layers (22) were utilized in the devices being studied. As a result, the numerical computations involved are considerably more complicated. It is also to be noted that in this study the contribution to the interaction from the electro-optic effect which accompanies the SAW is taken into account because this contribution is important in LiNbO$_3$ substrates. However, the contribution from the surface ripple is neglected as it is small compared to the elasto-optic and the electro-optic contributions.

Although our main concern is with the interaction configuration involving multiple-tilted SAWs, we shall first consider the one involving only a single SAW or, equivalently, the interaction configuration involving the first SAW of multiple-tilted SAWs as the results obtained will reveal the key device parameters as well as the limitations of the devices using a single SAW. The methodology for numerical computation which is developed for the case involving a single SAW can be conveniently extended to the case involving two or more tilted SAWs. Only an outline of the analysis and some of the most relevant results will be presented in this report. The complete analysis and results for the general case involving any number of tilted SAWs will be published elsewhere.

Since a Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguide can support only TE modes (22), we assume that the coplanar Bragg diffraction involves the interactions among the incident light of the $m^{th}$ TE mode, the diffracted light of the $n^{th}$ TE mode and a piezoelectric SAW propagating in the $z$-direction (see Figure 1). In the following analysis the subscript $l$ designates the quantities relating the first SAW. The corresponding angles of incidence and diffraction, $\theta_{m1}$ and $\theta_{n1}$, measured from the normal to the acoustic wave vector $K_1$, are determined not only by the optical and acoustic wavelengths but also by the refractive indices, $n_{m1}$ and $n_{n1}$, for the $m_{1}^{th}$ and $n_{1}^{th}$ modes,
Figure 2. Cut-onto-wave acoustic-optic Bragg-diffraction from multiple optical waveguiding layer.
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respectively (3, 23). Note that when there is no mode conversion between the diffracted and undiffracted light waves, \( n_{m1} \) and \( n_{n1} \), and thus the Bragg condition reduces to the well known one in an isotropic medium (20).

Assuming that the medium is lossless both optically and acoustically, the corresponding electric fields \( E_{n1} \) and \( E_{n1} \) of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves, the strain field \( S_1 \) of the SAW and its accompanying piezoelectric field \( F_{1} \) can be written as follows:

\[
E_{n1}(x, y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2} E_{n1}(x) U_{n1}(y) \exp \left( j \left( \omega_{n1} t - k_{n1 x} x - k_{n1 z} z \right) \right) + C.C \quad (lb)
\]

\[
S_1(y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2} S_{11} U_{11}(y) \exp \left( j \left( \Omega_{1} t - K_{1 z} z + \phi_1 \right) \right) + C.C, \quad (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) \quad (lc)
\]

\[
F_{11}(y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2} F_{11} U_{11}(y) \exp \left( j \left( \Omega_{1} t - K_{1 z} z + \phi_1 \right) \right) + C.C, \quad (i = 1, 2, 3) \quad (ld)
\]

where \( E_{n1}(x) \) and \( E_{n1}(x) \) are the spatial distribution of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves to be determined; \( S_{11} \) and \( F_{11} \) are the components of the strain field and its accompanying piezoelectric field, respectively, \( U_{n1}(y) \), \( u_{11}(y) \), and \( U_{11}(y) \) are, respectively, the normalized field distribution (along the waveguide thickness) of the light waves, the acoustic wave and the piezoelectric field. It is to be noted that for simplicity the subscripts I and i will be dropped henceforth. The frequencies of the light waves and the acoustic wave are designated by \( \omega_{m1} \), \( \omega_{n1} \), and \( \Omega_1 \), respectively, similarly, \( k_{m1} \), \( k_{n1} \) and \( K_1 \) designate the corresponding wave numbers and the suffixes \( x \) and \( z \) represent the \( x \) and \( z \) components. Finally, \( \phi_1 \) designates the phase of the SAW.

When Equations (la), (lb), (lc) and (ld) are substituted into the wave equation for the electric field of the optical waves a set of coupled wave equations for \( E_{m1}(x) \) and \( E_{n1}(x) \) are obtained. These coupled wave equations are then readily reduced to the following decoupled form:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 E_{m1}(x)}{\partial x^2} - j \Omega_{1} A_{1} E_{m1}(x) = 0 \quad (2a)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 E_{n1}(x)}{\partial x^2} + j \Omega_{1} A_{1} E_{n1}(x) = 0 \quad (2b)
\]
From Equations (2a) and (2b) general solutions for $E_{m1}(x)$ and $E_{n1}(x)$ are easily found. By matching the boundary conditions $E_{m1}(0) = 1$ and $E_{n1}(0) = 0$ to these general solutions, the electric field of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves at the output of the interaction region ($x = L_1$) are given as follows:

$$E_{m1}(L_1) = \left\{ \cos(q_1 L_1) - j (K_1 \Delta \theta_1 / 2 q_1) \sin(q_1 L_1) \right\} \exp j (K_1 \Delta \theta_1 L_1 / 2) \ (2c)$$

$$E_{n1}(L_1) = j (B_1 / q_1) \sin(q_1 L_1) \exp j \left\{ -(K_1 \Delta \theta_1 L_1 / 2) + \delta_1 \right\} \ (2d)$$

where

$$q_{1}^{2} \equiv \left( K_{1} \Delta \theta_{1} / 2 \right)^{2} + A_{1} B_{1} \ (2e)$$

$$A_1 \equiv \frac{\omega^{2} n^2 l^2 n_1^2 m_1}{4 c k \cos \theta_{m_1} n_1} \left\{ p_1 s_1 \int_{0}^{\infty} U_{m_1 n_1} U_{1 m_1} U_{1 l_1} \ dy + r_1 F_{1} p_1 \int_{0}^{\infty} U_{m_1 n_1} U_{1 m_1} U_{1 l_1} \ dy \right\}_{L_1}^{\infty} (2f)$$

$$B_1 \equiv \frac{\omega^{2} n^2 l^2 n_1^2 m_1}{4 c^2 k \cos \theta_{n_1} m_1} \left\{ p_1 s_1 \int_{0}^{\infty} U_{m_1 n_1} U_{n_1 l_1} U_{l_1 m_1} \ dy + r_1 F_{1} p_1 \int_{0}^{\infty} U_{m_1 n_1} U_{n_1 l_1} U_{l_1 m_1} \ dy \right\}_{-\infty}^{\infty} (2g)$$

$p_1 =$ relevant photoelastic constant or constants
$r_1 =$ relevant electro-optic coefficient or coefficients
$c =$ velocity of light in free space
$\Delta \theta_1 =$ deviation of the incident angle from the Bragg angle

It is to be noted that the input boundary values to an adjacent SAW in the case with multiple-tilted SAWs are simply those given by Equations (2c) and (2d) with appropriate phase factors added to account for the propagation delay between the two SAWs.

B. Diffraction Efficiency

From Equations (2c)-(2g), the diffraction efficiency which is the ratio of the diffracted light power at the output ($x = L_1$) and the incident light power at the input of the interaction region ($x = 0$) can be found:
\[ \tau_1 = g_1^2 \sin \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{g_1^2 + (K_1 \Delta \theta_1 L_1/2)^2}{(g_1^2 + (K_1 \Delta \theta_1 L_1/2)^2)^{1/2}} \right)^2 \right) \]  

(3a)

where

\[ g_1^2 = A_1 B_1 L_1^2 = \left( \frac{\pi^2}{4 \lambda_0^2} \right) \frac{n_m n_l L_1^2}{\cos \theta_1 \cos \theta_1} \]  

(3b)

\[ \Gamma_{mlnl} = \left( \int_0^\infty U_{ml} U_{nl} (p_{11} S_{11} + r_{11} F_{11}) dy \right)^2 \]  

(3c)

\[ \lambda_0 = \text{wavelength of the incident light wave in free space} \]

\[ L_1 = \text{aperture of the SAW} \]

From Equation (3a) it is seen that the diffraction efficiency is a sensitive function of \( \Gamma_{mlnl}^2 \), the so-called overlap integral (1) and also that dependence on the material parameters differs drastically from that in bulk-type acousto-optic interactions (20). An efficient diffraction can occur only when the confinement of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves matches the penetration depth of the SAW.

Finally, the relationship between the parameter \( g_1^2 \) and the total acoustic power \( P_{Al} \) are shown to be given as follows:

\[ P_{Al} = -1/2L_1 \int_0^\infty \text{Re} \left\{ (V_x + V_y + V_z) (-e_1 F_{11} + c_1 S_{11} U_{11}) \right\} \]  

(3d)

\[ g_1^2 \omega = \frac{\pi^2}{2 \lambda_0^2} \left( \frac{n_m n_l L_1^2}{\cos \theta_1 \cos \theta_1} \right) \Gamma_{mlnl}^2 P_{Al} \]  

(3e)

where \( \text{Re} \) designates the fact that only the real part is to be taken; \( e_1 \) and \( c_1 \) are, respectively, the relevant piezoelectric and stiffness constants; \( V_x, V_y, \) and \( V_z \) designate the relevant displacement velocities. It is to be noted that in Equation (3d) the piezoelectric contribution to the acoustic power is neglected as it is small compared with the strain contribution.
For the case with the SAW propagating in either the Z-direction or the 21.8° from the Z-axis of a Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate with which experiments have been carried out (Section IV) all relevant parameters are known (24,25). Thus, the relative contributions to the diffraction due to the elasto-optic and electro-optic effects (Eq. (3c)) as well as the relationship between $P_{A1}$ and $P_{1}^{2}$ (Eq. (3e)) can be calculated numerically.

Numerical calculation of the relative elasto-optic and electro-optic contributions to the diffraction has been carried out for the case of He-Ne laser light (0.6328 μm) propagating in a Y-cut LiNbO₃ out-diffused optical guiding layer. The relevant SAW propagation parameters are taken from Ref. 25. For example, the depth dependence of the strains of the Z-propagating SAW and the accompanying piezoelectric field have been calculated using these parameters and are given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Note that the penetration depth of the SAW is inversely proportional to the acoustic frequency. It is assumed in this calculation that both the diffracted and the undiffracted light waves belong to the same TE mode, namely, $n_{ml} = n_{nl}$. This assumption is based on the fact that no mode conversion has been observed in the experiments to be described later. The normalized optical field distribution $U_{ml}(y)$ or $U_{nl}(y)$ for the three lowest order modes are regenerated from the formulation given in Ref. 26 and are shown in Fig. 3(c).

Finally, the relevant photoelastic constants and electro-optic coefficients are needed for the numerical calculation of Eq. 3(c). For the SAW propagating along or approximately along the Z(c)-axis of the Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate the dominant strain components responsible for the interaction are $S_{2}$ and $S_{3}$ with the corresponding photoelastic constants $P_{31} = P_{32} = 0.178$ and $P_{33} = 0.088$ (27). The corresponding electro-optic coefficients are $r_{33} = 3.1 \times 10^{-10}$ volt/cm and $r_{31} = r_{32} = 0$. It can be shown that for the SAW propagating along or approximately along ± 21.8° from the Z(c)-axis five components of the strain fields and two components of the associated electric field contribute to the diffraction. The two dominant strain components are $S_{5}$ and $S_{6}$ with the corresponding photoelastic constants $(-0.38P_{14}) = -0.06$ and $(-0.048P_{11} - 0.297P_{31} + 0.048P_{13} + 0.297P_{33}) = 0.024$. The dominant electric field component is $E_{1}$ with the corresponding electro-optic coefficient $(0.128r_{13} + 0.8r_{33} + 0.256r_{42}) = 3.29 \times 10^{-10}$ volt/cm.
Fig. 3  
(a) Depth Dependence of the Strain Fields for the SA'1 Propagating Along the Z-axis of Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate,
(b) Depth Dependence of the Accompanying Piezoelectric Fields to (a).
Fig. 3 c) Profiles of the TE Optical Waveguide Modes in Y-cut LiNbO$_3$
Out-Diffused Layers ($Y_t$ is the Turning Point).
Using the acoustic and optical field distributions and the elasto-optic and electro-optic parameters as described above, spatial variations of the relative elasto-optic and electro-optic contributions to the Bragg diffraction have been calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 4. From Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) it is seen that while the electro-optic effect is the dominant cause of the diffraction in the case of the Z-propagating SAW, both the electro-optic and the elasto-optic effects contribute nearly equally to the diffraction for the case of the 21.8°-propagating SAW. Similarly, the relative Bragg diffraction efficiency as a function of the acoustic frequency, with the penetration depth of the waveguide mode as a parameter, can also be calculated. Fig. 5 shows the calculated results for the two directions of propagation using a SAW of 1.74mm aperture and an optical TE mode of two penetration depths. These plots clearly show that the Z-propagating SAW can provide more efficient Bragg diffraction at relatively low acoustic frequency. In contrast, the 21.8°-propagating SAW provides more efficient Bragg diffraction at higher acoustic frequency. Furthermore, the smaller the penetration depth of the optical guiding layer the higher will be the diffraction efficiency and the operating frequency.

C. Bandwidth Limitations

From Equation (3a) it can also be seen that the interaction bandwidth assuming a sufficiently large acoustic bandwidth, depends not only on the acoustic aperture $L_1$ but also on $R_1$ and, thus, the diffraction efficiency. This is because the penetration depth of the SAW and, thus, $\Gamma_{\text{min}}$ varies with the acoustic frequency. In the following analysis the -3db interaction bandwidth, $2\Delta f_1$, for the case with center frequency $f_{01}$ is calculated. Since at the exact Bragg condition ($\Delta \theta_1 = 0$) and at $f_1 = f_{01}$, the diffraction efficiency is given by $\left(\sin \theta_1(f_{01})\right)^2$, the half bandwidth $\Delta f_1$ can be determined from the following equality:

$$
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{\sin f_1(f_{01})}{\sin \left[g_1(f_{01}+\Delta f_1) + \pi \left(f_{01}+\Delta f_1\right) \Delta \theta_1 L_1 / v_{R1} \right]^2]^{1/2}}
$$

(4a)
Fig. 4 Depth Dependence of the Relative Elasto-optic and Electro-optic Contributions to Bragg Diffraction: (a) For \( \theta = 0 \) Propagating SAW, (b) For \( 21.8^\circ \) - Propagating SAW.
Fig. 5  Relative Bragg Diffraction Efficiency vs the Acoustic Frequency in Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ Out-Diffused Waveguides: (a) Penetration Depth of the TE$_0$ Mode = 13.5μm, (b) Penetration Depth of the TE$_0$ Mode = 7.0μm.
where
\[
\Delta \theta_1 = \frac{\lambda_0}{2 n_{ml} v_{RL} \cos \theta_{ml}} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{n_{ml}^2 - n_{nl}^2}{n_{ml}^2} \right) \frac{v_{RL}^2}{f \omega_0^2} \right] \Delta f_1
\]  
(4b)
or
\[
\Delta \theta_1 = \frac{\lambda_0}{2 n_{ml} v_{RL} \cos \theta_{ml}} \Delta f_1 \quad \text{(for } n_{ml} = n_{nl})
\]  
(4c)
and \(v_{RL}\) designates the velocity of the SAW.

Again, using the acoustic and optical field distributions and the elasto-optic and electro-optic parameters described previously a set of frequency response curves for the lowest order TE mode (TE_0), having \(g_1\) as a parameter, have been obtained and are shown in Fig. 6. In these plots the acoustic waves are assumed to have center frequencies of 170, 255 and 382 MHz, each with a 30\% fractional acoustic bandwidth \(\Delta f_a\). Fig. 6(a) is plotted for the acoustic apertures \(L_1 = 2.5\) mm, \(L_2 = 1.66\) mm and \(L_3 = 1.11\) mm while Fig. 6(b) is plotted for acoustic apertures 100\% larger. It is seen that the interaction bandwidth decreases as the acoustic aperture increases and may become smaller than the acoustic bandwidth at large acoustic aperture.

For example, a Bragg bandwidth of only 45 MHz is possible for a device using a Y-cut LiNbO_3 out-diffused waveguide of 7 \(\mu\)m penetration depth in which the acoustic aperture is 0.5 cm and the acoustic center frequency is 380 MHz.

From the analytical and numerical results presented above, we may conclude that the bandwidth of the guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg-devices using a single SAW is not only limited by the acoustic center frequency, the acoustic bandwidth and the aperture of the SAW but also depends on the diffraction efficiency and the optical modes involved. For the devices which employ the TE_0 and/or TE_1 modes the device bandwidth increases slightly as the diffraction efficiency increases. For other optical modes the device bandwidth may decrease as the diffraction efficiency increases. It is observed that for a device which utilizes a single SAW of low acoustic center frequency the absolute device bandwidth is mainly limited by the acoustic bandwidth. On the other hand, for a device which employs a single SAW of high acoustic center frequency, the absolute device bandwidth is mainly limited by the Bragg bandwidth. Thus, the diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product of a device using a single SAW is rather limited. However, it is clear that by employing a number of SAWs which are of staggered center frequency and tilted propagation direction, efficient Bragg diffraction in each frequency band will make it possible to achieve a large composite bandwidth and, thus, a large diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product.
Fig. 6 Frequency Response of the Guided-Wave Acousto-optic Bragg-Diffraction From A Single SAW:

(a) $L_1 = 2.5 \text{ mm}, L_2 = 1.66 \text{ mm} \text{ and } L_3 = 1.11 \text{ mm}$

(b) $L_1 = 5.0 \text{ mm}, L_2 = 3.32 \text{ mm} \text{ and } L_3 = 2.22 \text{ mm}$
V. GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG-DIFFRACTION FROM TWO TILTED SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES

A. Theory

As mentioned in the beginning of Section IV, the input boundary values (the diffracted and undiffracted light fields) for the interaction region of the second SAW are obtained by adding a phase factor, which accounts for the propagation delay between the two adjacent SAWs, to Equations (2c) and (2d). Thus, the methodology for numerical computation which has been developed for the case involving a single SAW can be conveniently extended to the case involving multiple tilted SAWs. For simplicity, only the case with two tilted SAWs (Figure 7) is treated in this section. Note that in Figure 7 the tilt angle, $\theta_t$, between the two SAWs is set equal to the difference in the Bragg angles at the two acoustic center frequencies. We shall first calculate the resultant diffraction efficiency for this case.

For convenience we shall express the boundary values at the input edge of the second SAW as follows:

$$E_{m2}(L_1+\Delta x_{12}) = a$$ (5a)

$$E_{n2}(L_1+\Delta x_{12}) = \beta \exp(i\varphi)$$ (5b)

where from Equations (2) and (3) we have,

$$a = (1 - \xi_1)^{1/2}$$ (5c)

$$\beta = (\xi_1)^{1/2}$$

$$\varphi = \pi/2 + (K_1\Delta\theta_1 \Delta x_{12}/2) + \tan^{-1}\{(K_1\Delta\theta_1 \Delta x_{12}/2q_1) \sin(q_1L_1)/\cos(q_1L_1)\} + \phi_1$$ (5e)

where $\varphi$ designates the relative phase between the undiffracted and diffracted light waves and includes the phase shift, $\phi_1$, of the first SAW. Substituting Equation (5) into the general solutions for $E_{m2}(x)$ and $E_{n2}(x)$, which take the same form as $E_{m1}(x)$ and $E_{n1}(x)$, we obtain the electric fields of the diffracted light wave at the output of the interaction region:
FIG. 7

Guided-Wave Acousto-optic Bragg-Diffractive from Two Tilted
Surface Acoustic Waves.
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\[
E_{n2}^{\prime}(L_1+\Delta x_2+L_2) = 8 \cos(q_2 L_2) \exp(j(1/q_2)(K_2 \Delta \theta_2/2) + a) B_2 \exp(j(\phi_2 - \varphi)) \sin(q_2 L_2)
\times \exp\{-(K_2 \Delta \theta_2^2 L_2/2) + \varphi\}
\]

where \( K_2, \phi_2, \Delta \theta_2, L_2, q_2 \) and \( B_2 \) are defined in the same manner as those in the first SAW.

In order to calculate the resultant diffraction efficiency \( \zeta_T \) we first note that the diffraction efficiency \( \zeta_1 \) due to the first SAW is simply \( |8 \exp(j \varphi)|^2 \) which is given by Equation (3a). We also note that the diffraction efficiency \( \zeta_2 \) due to the second SAW alone is given by \((B_2^2 / q_2^2) \sin^2 q_2 L_2\) because \( A_2 = B_2 \). Thus, the resultant diffraction efficiency which is simply \( |E_{n2}^{\prime}(L_1+\Delta x_2+L_2)|^2 \) is

\[
\zeta_T = \zeta_1(1-\zeta_2) + \zeta_2(1-\zeta_1) + 2(\zeta_1(1-\zeta_1) \zeta_2)^{1/2}((K_2 \Delta \theta_2^2 / q_2^2) \sin(q_2 L_2) \cos(\phi_2 - \varphi) - \cos(q_2 L_2) \sin(\phi_2 - \varphi))
\]

From Eq. (7), it is seen that \( \zeta_T = \zeta_1 \) for the frequency range \( f_a \leq f_{01} \) and \( \zeta_T = \zeta_2 \) for the frequency range \( f_{01} \leq f_a \leq f_{02} \). On the contrary, for the frequency range \( f_{01} \leq f_a \leq f_{02} \) both acoustic waves contribute to the diffraction and the resultant diffraction efficiency is given by the sum of the three terms. The effect of the interference between the two acoustic waves on the resultant diffraction efficiency is represented by the cross term. It is clear that enhancement as well as reduction in the diffraction efficiency occurs as the phase shift \( (\phi_2 - \varphi) \) varies.

Using Equation (7), a family of plots for the diffraction efficiency versus the acoustic frequency, with the phase shift between the two SAWs, \( \Delta \phi_{12} \), as a parameter, have been generated. Some sample plots for a He-Ne laser light are shown in Figure 8. In order to compare these calculated plots with the measured ones to be shown in Section VIII, the acoustic and the acousto-optic parameters for these plots are chosen to be identical to those used in Section VII, namely, \( f_{01} = 170 \text{ MHz}, f_{02} = 255 \text{ MHz}, L_1 = 2.5 \text{ mm} \) and \( L_2 = 1.66 \text{ mm} \), and the tilt angle set equal to the difference in the corresponding Bragg angles at the center frequency for the individual SAWs, namely, 3.4 mrad. From the plots it is seen that the phase shift may cause destructive as well as constructive interference in the resultant diffracted light power. Consequently, the resultant (composite) bandwidth can be larger than the sum of the two individual bandwidths. Therefore, the phase shift as well as the tilt angle between adjacent SAWs are the important parameters.
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Fig. 3
Effect of the Phase Shift between Two Tilted SAW's on the
Resultant Frequency Response (Theoretical).
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in addition to the center frequency and the acoustic aperture of the individual SAWs for the design of wideband high-diffraction efficiency Bragg devices.

In summary, the analysis and the methodology for the numerical calculation described above for the case involving two tilted SAWs may be extended to the case involving more than two tilted SAWs, and it can be concluded that by using multiple SAWs which are staggered in their center frequency and tilted in their propagation direction guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg devices with large diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product can be realized.

B. Experimental Results

A Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate possesses an attractive combination of acoustic, piezoelectric, optical, acousto-optic and electro-optic properties (28, 29). In addition, an optical waveguiding layer may be easily created on the top of the substrate using a number of fabrication techniques. Thus, a number of multiple-tilted transducers (the transducer axes approximately along the z(c) axis) have been fabricated on such substrates to study the wideband technique discussed above. The waveguiding layers were grown using the out-diffusion technique (22) and the interdigital transducers were fabricated using the well established photolithographic method (30).

The configuration of an earlier device being studied is shown in Fig. 9. Detailed measurements for the device include the diffraction efficiency as well as the deflection angle of the light beam versus the frequency of the driving signal using a 6328 Å He-Ne laser light. The optical waveguiding layer could support one or two TE modes. Two interdigital SAW transducers having the designed center frequencies of 255 MHz and 382 MHz, respectively, and a tilt angle of approximately 0.3 degrees were fabricated on the top of the waveguide to generate two tilting acoustic waves propagating approximately along the z-axis of the LiNbO₃ crystal. Since it is desirable for the transducers to provide an acoustic bandwidth which is as wide as possible and since the fractional acoustic bandwidth of an interdigital transducer is inversely proportional to the number of interdigital finger electrode pairs, two and a half finger pairs was chosen for each of the two transducers.
Guided-Wave Acousto-optic Bragg-Diffraction From Two Tilting Surface Acoustic Waves.
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The apertures of the two transducers are 1.66 and 1.11 mm, respectively, each being large enough to insure the individual diffraction to be in the Bragg regime. The two transducers were connected in parallel and their combined electrical capacitance was tuned out with an inductance. The measured frequency responses of the Bragg diffraction with the two transducers excited separately are shown in Figure 10(a) and that with the two transducers excited simultaneously is shown in Figure 10(b). From Figures 10(a) and 10(b) it is seen that the resultant device bandwidth (~190 MHz) is larger than the sum of the device bandwidth using acoustic wave #1 alone (85 MHz) and the device bandwidth using acoustic wave #2 alone (75 MHz).

It is also seen that the Bragg diffraction peaks in a neighborhood of the transducer center frequencies, namely, 255 MHz and 382 MHz as expected. A flat response, instead of a dip, between the two peaks would be expected if the center frequencies of the two transducers were separated by a smaller amount than the one implemented. As a matter of fact an additional peak, located between the two peaks, was observed in an earlier design in which the separation of the two center frequencies, 170 MHz and 200 MHz, was considerably smaller (12). In this earlier version a resultant device bandwidth of 60 MHz was obtained. Similar frequency responses with the resultant device bandwidth varying from 155 MHz to 195 MHz was also obtained as the incident angle of the light beam was varied by approximately ± 25° from the optimum Bragg condition. Thus, a resultant device bandwidth close to 200 MHz has been achieved. Measurement of the strengths of the two surface acoustic waves, using a laser beam probe at normal incidence to the substrate, as a function of frequency indicates that the resultant device bandwidth is mainly limited by the acoustic bandwidths of the two transducers. Thus, a resultant device bandwidth larger than 200 MHz may be expected by inserting a wideband electric matching network between the signal generator and the two transducers. A further increase in the resultant device bandwidth should be possible by adding more transducers at the appropriate center frequency and tilt angle.
Fig. 10  (a) Frequency Responses of the Bragg-Diffracted Light Power for the Individual Acoustic Waves,
(b) Frequency Response of the Bragg-Diffracted Light Power for the Combined Acoustic Waves.
In beam deflection and switching applications the relation \( N = (D/V_R) \Delta f \) prevails, where \( N \) designates the number of resolvable beam diameters, \( D \) the aperture of the light beam, \( V_R \), the velocity of the surface acoustic wave and \( \Delta f \) the device bandwidth. Figure 11(a) shows the photograph of the diffracted light spots at the far-field as the frequency of the driving signal was varied from 240 MHz to 420 MHz for a light beam aperture of about 0.1 cm. Figure 11(b) shows the corresponding undiffracted and diffracted light spots at the far-field. With such a relatively small light beam aperture no degradation of either the undiffracted or the diffracted light beam was observed. From Figure 11(a) the number of resolvable spot diameters as defined by the Rayleigh criterion is estimated to be 48 which agrees well with the calculated value of 51. In the device being studied a light beam aperture of 0.4 cm with slight non-uniformity in light intensity was achievable after the light beam has propagated through the input and output prism couplers. Improvement of the surface condition of the prism couplers and the LiNbO₃ plate and the contact between them should result in a larger light beam aperture.

Thus, the device should be able to deflect a light beam of 1 cm aperture into 575 resolvable spot diameters with a transit time of 2.8 microseconds. (The relevant surface acoustic wave velocity is 3.5 x 10⁵ cm/sec.). The throughput coupling efficiency, after propagating through the input and output prism couplers, is approximately 20%. From Figure 11(b) it is also seen that the mode structure of the diffracted beam is the same as that of the undiffracted beam. We, therefore, conclude that no observable mode conversion was generated during the acousto-optic interaction with the device being studied.

The rf driving power of the device for a 50% diffraction efficiency was measured to be 200 mw, corresponding to an estimated acoustic power of about 50 mw. This estimation is based on the assumption of a -3db electric-acoustic conversion loss and an additional -3db insertion loss as a result of the bidirectional property of the interdigital transducer. Exact determination of the acoustic power was not possible because no receiving transducer was fabricated in the device being studied. For the earlier version of the device, referred to in Reference 12, the corresponding rf driving power and the estimated acoustic power are 140 mw and 35 mw, respectively, with a device bandwidth of 60 MHz. This driving power requirement is slightly lower than that of a comparable device (at \( \lambda = 1.15 \mu \)) described in Reference 3.
Fig. 11  (a) Diffracted Light Spot Positions at the Far-Field as the Frequency of the Driving Signal is Varied,
(b) Diffracted and Undiffracted Light Spot Positions at the Near-Field as the Frequency of the Driving Signal is Varied.
The very efficient diffraction achieved with our device is attributed to a close match of the penetration depths, estimated to be about \( 7 \mu \) (22), between the lowest-order mode guided-light waves and the surface acoustic waves. Optimization of both electrical and acoustical parameters of the device should further improve its performance.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated, for the first time, that a substantial increase in the bandwidth of an acousto-optic guided-light beam deflector or switch, can be achieved by employing multiple tilted surface acoustic waves which are staggered in their operating frequency and tilted in their propagation direction. The measured performance figure of the device being studied, which employs two tilted surface acoustic waves, is among the best of those having been achieved in recent years. It has been demonstrated that such a device configuration is relatively easy to design and easy to fabricate. The new technique introduced here should be very useful for applications involving very wide bandwidths such as a guided-wave acousto-optic rf spectrum analyzer which requires a bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz (7) and high-speed multiport switches for integrated/fiber optics terminals.
VI. GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION BY AN N-SAW ARRAY – GENERAL CASE

A. General Theory

We shall now extend the analysis of Section V to the general case in which an array of N-SAWs is involved (Figure 12). The advantage of using a separate coordinate system for each transducer (i.e., \( x_i = 0 \) at the input of each transducer) will become clear later. It is to be noted that tilt angles between adjacent transducers are all assumed small in the transducer array so that the separation between adjacent SAWs in the interaction region may be approximated by the corresponding transducer separation.

Consider the interaction in the region with surface acoustic wave aperture \( L \) and write the input boundary conditions in the normalized form:

\[ E_m(0) \equiv \alpha \] and \( E_n(0) \equiv \beta \exp(j\varphi) \), where \( \alpha^2 + \beta^2 = 1 \) and \( \varphi \) is the relative phase difference between the diffracted and undiffracted light at the input.

By matching these boundary conditions to the general solutions, the electric fields of the undiffracted and diffracted light at the output of the interaction region \( (x = L) \) are given as follows (14):

\[ E_m(L) = \left\{ \alpha \cos(qL) + (j/q) \left\{ \beta \exp(-\varphi) - \alpha(K\theta L/2) \right\} \sin(qL) \exp(jK\theta L/2) \right\} \]  (8a)

\[ E_n(L) = \left\{ \beta \cos(qL) \exp(j\varphi) + (j/q) \left\{ \alpha \exp(j\varphi) - \beta(K\theta L/2) \right\} \right\} \]  (8b)

where \( q^2 = (K\theta L/2)^2 + \alpha \beta \)  (8c)

\[ A = \frac{2\omega n \sin^2 \theta}{4C^2 \kappa \cos \theta} \left\{ p_5 \int_{m}^{n} U U U dy + r_F \int_{m}^{n} U U U dy \right\} \int_{m}^{n} dy \]  (8d)

\[ B = \frac{2\omega n \sin^2 \theta}{4C^2 \kappa \cos \theta} \left\{ p_5 \int_{m}^{n} U U U dy + r_F \int_{m}^{n} U U U dy \right\} \int_{m}^{n} dy \]  (8e)
Fig. 12 General Interaction Configuration for Bragg-Diffraction from Multiple Surface Acoustic Waves.
in which \( p \) and \( r \) are, respectively, the relevant photoelastic and electrooptic constants; \( c \) is velocity of light in free space; \( \Delta \theta \) is deviation of the incident angle from the Bragg angle; \( \theta_m, \theta_n \) are angles of incidence and diffraction measured from the normal to the acoustic wave vector \( \mathbf{K} \), and \( n_m, n_n \) are the indices of refraction of the undiffracted and diffracted lights. Other symbols are the same as that in Section V. It should be noted that the input boundary values for the next SAW are obtained by adding the phase factor \( \exp[j (K\Delta \theta i)] \), which accounts for the propagation delay between the two SAWs of separation \( i \), to Equations (8a) and (8b).

Using Equations (8a) and (8b), the electric fields of the undiffracted and diffracted light being output from the \((i-1)\)-th SAW at \((L_{i-1} + d_{i-1})\) can be obtained. These output fields are the input to the \( i \)-th SAW, and so may be used, in turn, to determine the output electric fields from the \( i \)-th SAW. Thus, using the special coordinate system of Figure 12, Equations (8a) and (8b) can be applied successively to any number of SAWs. As previously, the input boundary conditions for the \( i \)-th SAW are written in the following form:

\[
E_m(x_i = 0) = \alpha_i \tag{9a}
\]
\[
E_n(x_i = 0) = \beta_i \exp(j \phi_i) \tag{9b}
\]

where \( \phi_i \) is the relative phase between \( E_m(0) \) and \( E_n(0) \). By generalizing Equations (8a) and (8b) and after some algebraic manipulation, \( \alpha_i, \beta_i \) and \( \phi_i \) are obtained as follows:

\[
\alpha_i = (1 - \zeta_{T, i-1})^{1/2} \tag{9c}
\]
\[
\beta_i = (\zeta_{T, i-1})^{1/2} \tag{9d}
\]
\[
\phi_i = K_{i-1} \Delta \theta i-1 d_{i-1} + \psi_{i-1} - \psi_{n, i-1} \tag{9e}
\]

where \( \zeta_{T, i-1} \) is the resultant diffraction efficiency due to the first \((i-1)\) SAWs.

\[
\psi_{m, i-1} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\beta_{i-1} \cos(\phi_{i-1} - \phi_{i-1}) \sqrt{\zeta_{i-1} - \alpha_{i-1} (K_{i-1} \Delta \theta i-1 d_{i-1}/2a_{i-1}) \sin(q_{i-1} L_{i-1})}}{\alpha_{i-1} \cos(q_{i-1} L_{i-1}) + \beta_{i-1} \sin(\phi_{i-1} - \phi_{i-1}) \sqrt{\zeta_{i-1}}} \right) \tag{9f}
\]
\[ \psi_{n,i-1} = \phi_{n,i-1} + \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{\beta_{i-1,1} \alpha_{n-1,i-1} - \sin(q_{n-1,i-1}) \sin(\gamma_{n-1,i-1}) \cos(\phi_{i-1} - \phi_{n,i-1})}{\beta_{i-1,1} \alpha_{n-1,i-1} \cos(q_{n-1,i-1}) + \cos(\phi_{i-1} - \phi_{n,i-1}) \sqrt{\alpha_{i-1,1}}}ight) \]

\[ \zeta_{i-1} = \text{the diffraction efficiency due to the } (i-1)\text{-th SAW with input electric fields } \]

\[ E_{m}(0) = 1 \text{ and } E_{n}(0) = 0, \]

\[ \phi_{i-1} = \text{total phase (including the transducer electric phase and the acoustic phase due to the step height) of the } (i-1)\text{-th SAW.} \]

The electric fields of output light from the N-th SAW are:

\[ E_{m,N}(x_{N} = L_{N}) = \left[ \alpha_{N} \cos(q_{N} L_{N}) + (j/q_{N}) \left( \beta_{N} \lambda_{N} \exp (-j \phi_{N} - (K_{N}^{2} \theta_{N} / 2) \sin(q_{N} L_{N})) \right) \right] \]

\[ \times \exp \left[ (K_{N}^{2} \theta_{N} L_{N} / 2) \right] \]  

\[ E_{n,N}(x_{N} = L_{N}) = \left[ \beta_{N} \cos(q_{N} L_{N}) \exp (j \phi_{N}) + (j/q_{N}) \left( \alpha_{N} \lambda_{N} \exp (j \phi_{N}) + (K_{N}^{2} \theta_{N} / 2) \beta_{N} \exp (j \phi_{N}) \right) \right] \]

\[ \times \exp \left[ (-K_{N}^{2} \theta_{N} L_{N} / 2) \right] \]  

Finally, the resultant diffraction efficiency is

\[ \zeta_{T,N} = \left| E_{n,N}(L_{N}) \right|^{2} = \zeta_{N}(1 - \zeta_{T,N-1}) + (1 - \zeta_{N}) \left( \zeta_{T,N-1} \right) + 2 \left( \zeta_{T,N-1} (1 - \zeta_{T,N-1}) \right) \zeta_{N} \]

\[ \times (K_{N}^{2} \theta_{N} / 2 \sin(q_{N} L_{N}) \cos \phi_{N} - \cos(q_{N} L_{N}) \sin \phi_{N}) \]  

\[ \phi_{N} = \phi_{-1} - \phi_{N-1}^{K_{N} \theta_{N} / 2 \sin(q_{N} L_{N}) \cos \phi_{N} - \cos(q_{N} L_{N}) \sin \phi_{N}} \]

where \( \phi_{-1} = \phi_{1} \)

Equations (10c) and (10d) clearly show the manner in which the resultant diffraction efficiency depends upon that of the first (N-1) SAWs and the last (N-th)-SAW as well as the phase shifts of the light and acoustic waves. It is to be noted that for the first SAW, we have \( \zeta_{T,0} = 0, \alpha_{1} = 1, \beta_{1} = 0 \) and \( \psi_{1} = \phi_{1} \).

Thus, by utilizing these input boundary values for the first SAW and successively employing the general expressions given by Eq. (10a) and (10b) the resultant diffraction efficiency for any number of SAWs may be calculated numerically.

The methodology for this numerical calculation has been established for the analysis and design of devices using either of the two wideband configurations.
B. Bragg-Diffraction From Multiple Tilted and Phased SAWs

1. Tilted SAW Configuration

It is clear that the configuration involving $N$ tilted SAWs can be deduced from the general configuration of Figure 12 by letting all step heights $h_i$ equal zero and each tilt angle $\theta_i$ equal the difference between the Bragg angle of the $i$-th SAW and that of the first SAW, both at their respective center frequencies. Consequently, the resultant frequency response for the diffraction efficiency can be obtained from Equations (9) and (10) by imposing the above mentioned conditions. Previous study has established that the phase shift as well as the tilt angle between adjacent SAWs, in addition to the center frequency and the acoustic aperture of the individual SAWs, are the important parameters for the design of Bragg devices with large composite bandwidth (14).

2. Phased SAW Configuration

Similarly, the configuration of phased-arrays of $N$ identical SAW element transducers can be deduced from the general configuration by letting $L_1 = L_2 = \ldots = L_N$, $d_1 = d_2 = \ldots = d_N$, all tilt angles $\theta_i$ equal zero, and center frequencies of all element transducers and all step heights between adjacent element transducers be identical. In addition, the separation and the step height between adjacent element transducers, $d_i$ and $(h_i - h_{i-1})$, and the phase difference $\Delta \theta$ between adjacent SAWs are given by Equations (11a) to (11d). These results are similar to those of bulk acoustic phased-array transducers (31):

\[ d = P\left(n \frac{\Lambda^2}{\lambda_0}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11a)

\[ h_i - h_{i-1} = P\left(\frac{\Lambda}{\lambda_0}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11b)

\[ \Delta \theta = \{\pi + P(f/\lambda_0)\pi\} \text{ for } P = \text{odd} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11c)

\[ = P(f/\lambda_0)\pi \]  \hspace{1cm} (11d)
where $\lambda_0$ is the acoustic wavelength at the center frequency $f_0$ and $P$ designates
the step height between adjacent element transducers in terms of the number of
half acoustic wavelengths at the center frequency. Neglecting the overlap inte-
gral, it can be shown that as a result of first-order acoustic beam steering,
the Bragg bandwidth $\Delta f_B$ is approximately equal to $(2/P)f_0$ and is approximately
$N$ times larger than that of a single SAW possessing an aperture identical to
that of the phased-array (32). Note that $P$ imposes conflicting requirements
on the performance figures; that is, a high diffraction efficiency requires a
large $P$ while a large bandwidth requires a small $P$. 
VII. GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG-DIFFRACTION FROM MULTIPLE TILTED SAWs—

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As indicated earlier, a Y-cut LiNbO₃ substrate possesses an attractive combination of acoustic, piezoelectric, optical, acousto-optic and electro-optic properties (28, 29). In addition, an optical waveguiding layer may be easily created on the top of the substrate using a number of fabrication techniques. Thus, a number of multiple-tilted transducers (the transducer axes approximately along the z(c) axis) have been fabricated on such substrates to study the wideband technique discussed above. The waveguiding layers were grown using the out-diffusion technique (22) and the interdigital transducers were fabricated using the well-established photolithographic method (30).

A. Design of the Tilted SAW Transducers

Two versions of the tilted SAW transducers, namely, three- and four-element transducers, were fabricated and employed in the experimental study. The center frequencies of the three-element transducers are 170, 255, and 382 MHz, with the corresponding acoustic apertures of 2.5, 1.66 and 1.11 mm, respectively, and the tilt angles between adjacent transducers are 3.4 and 3.2 mrad, corresponding to the difference in the Bragg angles at the center frequency of the adjacent transducers. In order to obtain as wide an acoustic bandwidth as possible the number of finger electrode pairs for each transducer was chosen to be as small as two and a half. The measured acoustic bandwidths of approximately 30 percent of the center frequencies, namely 50, 68 and 115 MHz were obtained by inserting a single inductance of proper value to each transducer. The acoustic wavelengths at the center frequency are, respectively, 20.5, 13.7 and 9.3 µm. This version of tilted transducers was used to study the frequency response as well as the effect of phase shift on the frequency response, and the electric drive power requirement.

The center frequencies of the four-element transducers are 140, 220, 290 and 400 MHz, with the corresponding apertures of 2.2, 2.2, 1.6 and 1.1 mm, respectively, and the tilt angles between the adjacent transducers are, respectively 2.5, 3.5 and 5.0 mrad. The number of finger electrode pairs for each transducer was chosen to be two, with the measured acoustic bandwidths of approximately 35 percent of the center frequencies, namely 45, 69, 90 and 150 MHz. Finally, the acoustic wavelengths at the center frequencies are, respectively 23.5, 16.4, 11.6 and 8.1 µm.
B. Optical Waveguide, Optical Beam and Acousto-optic Parameters

A He-Ne laser light at 0.6328 µm was utilized in the experiments. A rutile prism was used to couple an unguided light beam into a guided light beam with the polarization approximately along the c-axis of the LiNbO₃ and a second rutile prism was used to couple out both the diffracted and the undiffracted light beams (Figure 13(a)). A photograph of one of the units used in this study is shown in Figure 13(b). Note that the prism couplers and the LiNbO₃ crystal are located in the middle of the brass plate. The out-diffused waveguide supports a single TE mode, namely $TE_0$, with a penetration depth of approximately 7 µm. The corresponding maximum change of refractive index at the surface is estimated to be approximately $5 \times 10^{-4}$. The best through-put coupling efficiency is as high as 25 percent. The aperture of the guided-light beam can be varied from 1 to 6 mm, with a slight degradation in the uniformity of the light beam for the widest aperture. The variation of the through-put coupling efficiency as a function of the diffraction spread of the incident light beam, which ranges from 1 to 16 mrad, was measured to be only two to one.

The $Q$ parameters (defined as $2\pi k_{\alpha}L/n\lambda^2$) are, respectively, 11, 16 and 24 for the three-element version. Thus, Bragg-diffraction prevails in all frequency bands. Since the $Q$ parameters for the four-element version are, respectively, 6.5, 13.1, 19.2 and 27, Bragg-diffraction also prevails in all frequency bands.

C. Frequency Responses and Electric Drive Power Requirement

The individual transducers were excited in parallel using power dividers and the phase shifts between adjacent SAWs were implemented by using sections of coaxial cables. The incident angle of the guided-light beam was adjusted by using a precision holder for the device to optimize for both the diffraction efficiency and the resultant bandwidth. Figure 14 shows the recorder plots of the resultant frequency response due to the three-element tilted SAW array and those due to the individual SAWs, together with plots calculated using Equations (9) and (10) of Section VI. The calculated plots are obtained using the SAW propagation parameters as given in Reference 25 and the normalized guided light field distribution for out-diffused waveguides as described in Reference 26. The penetration depth of the $TE_0$ mode employed in the experimental study is approximately 7 µm. It is seen that the device has a -3db resultant bandwidth of approximately 245 MHz while the bandwidths using the individual SAWs are, respectively 45, 65, and 83 MHz. Clearly, the resultant bandwidth is larger than the sum of the three individual bandwidths.
Figure 13(a) Experimental configuration for cut-off, low acousto-optic
Fig. 13 b) Photograph of a Guided-Wave A-O Deflector Using Multiple Tilted SAUs.
Figure 14: Frequency responses of the Bragg-diffracted light power.

(a) For individual SAWs.
(b) For three combined SAWs.
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The allowable variation of the incident angle of the light beam (outside the crystal) to maintain the same bandwidth is approximately 0.5 degrees. Typical diffraction efficiency versus the total electric drive power at the center frequency is shown in Figure 15. It is seen that a total electric drive power of 220 mW is required to diffract 50 percent of the incident light. The corresponding total acoustic power is estimated to be at most 15 mW because the best conversion efficiency of the transducers was measured to be -13 dB. Based on the above performance figures the bandwidth-diffraction efficiency product of this particular device is substantially larger than previous devices.

The frequency response for the four-element tilted SAWs device is shown in Figure 16. Clearly, a -3dB resultant bandwidth of 358 MHz has been realized in this unit. Measurements of the device bandwidth and the diffraction efficiency as a function of the diffraction spread of the incident light beam indicate that they do not vary more than a factor of two for the range of diffraction spread mentioned previously. Although a detailed measurement of the diffraction efficiency versus the electric drive power had not been made for this unit before it was damaged an earlier measurement had indicated that the electric drive power required was two to three times larger than that of the unit with three-element tilted SAWs.

D. Effect of the Phase Shift Between Adjacent Transducers on the Resultant Frequency Response

As mentioned previously, interference between adjacent SAWs becomes important in the range of frequencies at which both adjacent transducers excite SAWs efficiently. This interference will in turn affect the diffraction efficiency and, thus, the resultant frequency response. Figure 17 illustrates this interference effect in the frequency band around 210 MHz and 310 MHz for the unit with three-element transducers. It is apparent that as the electric phase shift $\Delta \phi_{12}$ was varied from -22 degrees (Figure 17(a)) to 177 degrees (Figure 17(b)) the diffraction efficiency varied by a factor of -11dB. Similarly, when the electric phase shift $\Delta \phi_{23}$ was varied from +84 degrees (Figure 17(a)) to -121 degrees (Figure 17(d)) the diffraction efficiency varied by a factor of -14dB. It is to be noted that although it is difficult to compare the theoretical results with the experimental results based on the absolute phase shift (since in the experiments the phase shift was
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Fig. 17 Effect of the Electric Phase Shift Between Adjacent Transducers on the Resultant Frequency Response (Experimental).
implemented electrically while in the analysis the phase shift is assumed to be that between the adjacent SAWs, effect of the phase shift as predicted in the analysis (Figure 8) has been clearly demonstrated in the experiments (Figure 17). Figure 17 has clearly demonstrated that the resultant frequency response of the devices which employ multiple-tilted SAWs can be made flat by inserting appropriate phase shifters between adjacent transducers. Also, in doing so, the resultant device bandwidth may be made larger than the sum of the individual bandwidths.

E. Beam Profile and Number of Resolvable Spot Diameters

The optical waveguiding layers utilized in the devices being studies support the lowest order TE mode. No mode conversion between the diffracted and undiffracted light beams was observed. Figure 18(a) shows the undeflected light spot (when no rf power was applied to the device) and Figure 18(b) shows the deflected light spots, both at the far-field, for the unit with three-element transducers as the frequency of the driving signal was varied from 155 to 410 MHz. The aperture of the incident light beam employed is approximately 0.1 cm. It is observed that the quality of the undeflected light beam (rf power off) is preserved in the deflected light beam and that deflected light beams of satisfactory quality are achievable.

In beam deflection and switching applications the number of resolvable beam diameters, \( N \), is given by the following relation:

\[
N = \left( \frac{D}{V_R} \right) \Delta f = \tau \Delta f
\]  

where \( D \) designates the aperture of the light beam, \( V_R \) the velocity of the SAW, \( \Delta f \) the device bandwidth, and \( \tau \) the transit time of the SAW across the incident light beam aperture. (The transit time may be practically defined as the switching time of the device if the time response of the transducer and the electric drive circuit is sufficiently faster than the transit time.) Clearly, for a fixed device configuration a large \( N \) can be achieved by having a large \( D \) and/or a large \( \Delta f \). However, a large \( D \) necessarily implies a large transit time and, therefore, a slower switching speed. In addition, as a result of the acoustic attenuation and/or the waveguide imperfection, a large \( D \) will cause some degradation in the beam quality of the deflected light and thus, some reduction in \( N \). Therefore, it is more desirable to achieve a large \( N \) through a large \( \Delta f \) than a large \( D \).
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(a) Detected light beam positions at the frequency of the

(b) Undetected light beam with RF power off.

Fig. 18 Part-redisected and rarediected light beams.
In the various units that have been studied the maximum obtainable was approximately 0.6 cm with some breakage into filaments in the middle of the light beam. However, a uniform beam of approximately 0.45 cm is achievable with the unit which has a 358 MHz bandwidth. Using $3.5 \times 10^5$ cm/sec for $V_R$ we predicted from Equation (12) that the incremental frequency change required for deflection of one Rayleigh spot diameter ($N=1$) is $\delta f = 0.78$ MHz. The measured value as determined from the plots of the deflected light beam profiles (Figure 19) along the direction of deflection, as recorded by a fiber optic probe, is approximately 0.8 MHz. This close match between calculated and measured values indicates that the quality of the deflected light beam is not degraded appreciably by the diffraction process, in agreement with the beam quality illustrated in Figure 18. Since the total bandwidth of this device, $\Delta f$, is 358 MHz, the device can deflect a light beam of 0.45 cm aperture into 400 Rayleigh spot diameters at a random-access switching time of 1.28 μs.

If the aperture of the light beam is enlarged to 1 cm the light beam can be deflected by the same device into 1000 Rayleigh spot diameters at a random-access switching time of 2.8 μs. Equivalently, the same device is capable of switching a guided-light beam of 95 μm aperture into 10 beam positions (channels) at a switching time of 27 ns. A 1-cm aperture should be achievable by either improving the surface condition of both the prism couplers and the LiNbO₃ plate and/or the contact between them or by using grating couplers (32). Indeed, a 1 cm aperture of very good beam quality was obtained by us by carefully adjusting the input and output prisms (see Figure 20).
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Fig. 19
Beam profile of the diffracted light at two acoustic frequencies.
Fig. 20  An Output Light Beam of 1 cm Aperture After Transmission
Through Input Prism Coupler, LiNbO₃ Waveguide and Output Prism Coupler.
VIII. GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG-DIFFRACTION FROM PHASED SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES

A. Introduction

As indicated earlier results of recent experiments involving surface acoustic wave (SAW) and guided optical waves in Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ waveguides have shown that very efficient interaction can be obtained by matching the acoustic wavelength with the optical waveguide penetration depth. However, the simultaneous achievement of both very high diffraction efficiency and very wide device bandwidth using a single aperture SAW transducer is impossible. A device configuration involving transducer of multiple apertures which are staggered in their center frequencies and tilted in their propagation directions, has been shown capable of providing very wide bandwidth with moderate diffraction efficiency. This moderate diffraction efficiency results from the fact that the effective acoustic beam aperture available for interaction is relatively small because not all of the element transducers in the tilted array transducer are excited at the same frequency range.

A higher diffraction efficiency (using the same electric drive power) together with a relatively wide device bandwidth should be achievable by using a device configuration which utilizes phased SAW’s. This higher efficiency is obtained because in this configuration all element transducers are excited simultaneously and the resultant acoustic wavefront is scanned to track the Bragg condition for a wide frequency band. Although this device configuration has been suggested (6, 10, 11), little progress had been reported until most recently (21, 34). In this section we report the design considerations and the fabrication and evaluation of the guided wave acousto-optic Bragg deflectors based on this device configuration. Experimental results using six-element phased SAW’s of relatively small acoustic aperture ($P = 1$) and first-order acoustic beam steering, at the center frequency of 325 MHz, in Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguides have shown that accurate tracking of the Bragg condition is indeed achievable for a frequency band of more than 250 MHz. A frequency band of approximately 160 MHz was shown to be achievable for accurate tracking of the Bragg condition even though the acoustic aperture was increased by five times ($P = 5$). A device bandwidth of 112 MHz was obtained with the resulting deflector. This device bandwidth represents a six-fold increase over that of the deflector using a single SAW of identical aperture with no reduction in diffraction efficiency. Only 68 mW of electric drive power or 3.5 mW of acoustic power was required to diffract 50% of the light over this frequency band. Deflected light beam of very good quality was also demonstrated.
B. Design Considerations

Guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg diffraction from phased SAW array can be treated as a special case of the unified theory which concerns interactions between guided optical waves and multiple SAW's (35). However, for simplicity, we have adopted an approximate method similar to that adopted for acousto-optic Bragg-diffraction from a bulk phased acoustic array (36-39) to determine the design parameters of the relating phased (stepped) array transducer and also to analyze steering of its resultant acoustic beam. Note that only the approximate bandwidth of the related A-O Bragg devices can be derived using this simpler method. The exact dependence of the diffracted light intensity as a function of waveguide modes of the light waves, frequency and propagation direction of the acoustic waves can only be calculated numerically using a methodology which was developed in connection with the aforementioned unified theory (see Section VI).

We shall first note that although acousto-optic interactions took place in the near-field of the resultant acoustic beam in the experiments to be described in Section C, the analysis is being carried out in terms of the far-field of the resultant acoustic beam. This combined treatment is valid because the angular dependence of Bragg diffraction is independent of the location at which the light beam intersects the acoustic beam (along the direction of propagation) (37, 40) and also the far-field analysis is more convenient.

The relative phase difference \( \Psi \) between the wavefronts of adjacent elementary SAWs (at the far-field) which are generated by a stepped array transducer as shown in Figure 21 is

\[
\Psi = \phi + 2\pi \frac{h}{\Lambda} + 2\pi \frac{d}{\Lambda} \sin \theta
\]

where \( \phi \) = electrical phase shift between adjacent element transducers

\( h = \) step height between adjacent element transducers = \( p(\Lambda_o/2) \)

\( \Lambda, \Lambda_o = \) acoustic wavelengths at frequency \( f \) and center frequency \( f_o \), respectively

\( p = \) integers

\( d = \) separation between adjacent element transducers

\( \theta = \) angular position of the far-field point from the forward direction.

Note that in Equation (13) the small angular dependence of the phase velocity of the SAW is ignored.
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**FIG. 21** ACOUSTOOPTIC BRAgg-Diffraction FROM PHASED ACOUSTIC WAVE ARRAY
Constructive interference among all elementary acoustic waves occurs whenever $\psi = 2\pi n$ with $n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$. The $n$-th maximum of the intensity of the resultant acoustic wave, or the so-called $n$-th grating lobe, is located at the following angular position:

$$\theta_{A_n}(f) = \frac{v}{2d} \left\{ \frac{4n - 1}{\pi} - \frac{P}{f_o} \right\}, \quad n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \quad (14)$$

where $v$ is the phase velocity of the acoustic wave. For optimal performance the particular grating lobe which is utilized to diffract the light beam should be located at the forward direction at the center acoustic frequency $f_o$. Thus, we must set $\theta_{A_n}(f_o) = 0$. As a result, the relationship between $\phi$ and $P$ is given as follows:

$$P = 2n - \frac{\phi}{\pi} \quad (15)$$

For $P$ even $\phi$ must be 0 and for $P$ odd $\phi$ must be $v$. This fixed electrical phase shift between adjacent elementary transducers is the characteristic of the so-called first-order acoustic beam steering (36-39). By substituting Equation (15) into Equation (14) we obtain the following relation:

$$\theta_{A_n}(f) = \frac{P}{2d} \left( \frac{v}{f} - \frac{1}{f_o} \right) \quad (16)$$

Note that Equation (16) differs from that given in References 10 and 11 because the former concerns the scanning of the acoustic wavefront while the latter concerns the scanning of the acoustic power flow. As is shown in the experimental results of Section C the related acousto-optic Bragg bandwidth is determined by the scanning angle of the acoustic wavefront. We also note from Equation (16) that the peak of the resultant acoustic beam is at the forward direction at the center frequency, namely, $\theta_{A_n}(f_o) = 0$. (See Figure 22(a)) However, as the acoustic frequency is varied from $f_o$ by $\pm \Delta f/2$, this peak is steered from 0 to $\pm \left( \frac{\Delta f}{2d} \right) P \left( \frac{\Delta f}{2f} \right)$. The intensity of this peak is reduced as the resultant acoustic beam is steered and the rate of reduction is determined by the aperture of the elementary acoustic beam $a$. Since the maximum acoustic scan angle possible (defined as $-3\text{dB}$ points of the intensity is $0.9 \frac{\lambda}{a}$), its corresponding range of frequency variation, $\Delta f_{A_n}$, is given as follows:

$$\frac{\Delta f_{A_n}}{f_o} = \frac{1.3}{P} \left( \frac{d}{a} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad \Delta f_{A_n} = \left( \frac{1.3}{P} \right) \left( \frac{d}{a} \right) f_o \quad (17)$$

Note that $\Delta f_{A_n}/f_o$ is inversely proportional to $P$. 


Fig. 22 (a) (b) Tracking of the Bragg angle using the first-order acoustic beam steering with stepped (phased) array.

\[ \theta_A = p \frac{v}{2d} \left( \frac{1}{f} - \frac{1}{f_0} \right) \]

\[ \theta_B = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\lambda f}{v} \]
Figure 22(b) shows the inverse dependence of $\theta_{\text{Am}}$ on the acoustic frequency together with the linear dependence of the incident Bragg angle $\theta_B(f)$ on the acoustic frequency required for maximum diffraction (39). This Bragg angle is:

$$\theta_B(f) = C - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\lambda f}{v}$$  \hfill (18a)

$$C = 2\theta_{\text{Bo}} - \theta_i$$  \hfill (18b)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the light wave in the medium; $\theta_i$ and $\theta_{\text{Bo}}$ are, respectively, the incident angle of the light beam and the Bragg angle (both with respect to the acoustic wavefront) at the center frequency. For best tracking over a wide range of frequency $\theta_B(f)$ and $\theta_{\text{Am}}(f)$ must intersect at one or two frequencies and their slopes must be approximately equal, as illustrated in Figure 22(b). The second requirement results in the following relation for the elementary transducer separation, $d$, for wideband first-order beam steering:

$$d = \frac{\lambda}{2} \frac{\theta_{\text{Bo}}}{\theta_i}$$  \hfill (19)

With regard to the first requirement, by adjusting the constant $C$ (i.e., the incident light angle) the intersection frequencies $f_+$ and $f_-$ are varied. The acousto-optic Bragg bandwidth $\Delta f_B$ is limited by the tracking error, $\Delta \theta_{\text{error}}$, which is in turn a function of $f_+$ and $f_-$. Calculation of $\Delta f_B$ versus $f_+$ and $f_-$ can be easily made using the numerical methodology previously referred to (35). Accurate tracking of the Bragg angle will prevail so long as this error is smaller than the beamwidth of the acoustic array (14) of $N$ elements:

$$\left| \theta_B(f) - \theta_{\text{Am}}(f) \right| \leq 0.90 \left( \frac{\lambda}{1d} \right)$$  \hfill (20a)

By substituting Equations (16), (18a), and (18b) into Equation (20a) and noting that the constant $C$ is just the Bragg angle at the center frequency ($\theta_{\text{Bo}} \approx \lambda f_o/2v$) the -3db Bragg tracking bandwidth $\Delta f_B$ may be determined:

$$\Delta f_B = 2 \sqrt{\frac{1.8}{M^2}} \frac{\lambda}{f_o}$$  \hfill (20b)

In the experiments to be described in Section C accurate tracking of the Bragg condition was found to hold over a frequency band of greater than 250 MHz and equal to 160 MHz, respectively, for the two deflector designs with $P = 1$ and $P = 5$. 
Clearly, while the acoustic scan angle and thus $\Delta f_{\text{Am}}$ is limited by the step height $P$ alone, the Bragg tracking bandwidth $\Delta f_B$ is limited by the step height, $P$, as well as the number of elementary transducers in the array, $N$. The overall A-O Bragg bandwidth as a function of $\sqrt{N / P}$ for two limiting cases are given as follows:

$$\Delta f_B \text{ overall} = \left( \frac{1.6}{p} \right) \left( \frac{d}{a} \right) f_o \text{ for } \sqrt{\frac{N}{P}} \ll 1.5 \left( \frac{a}{d} \right)$$

(20c)

$$\Delta f_B \text{ overall} = 2 \sqrt{ \frac{1.8}{NP} } f_o \text{ for } \sqrt{\frac{N}{P}} \gg 1.5 \left( \frac{a}{d} \right)$$

(20d)

Numerical calculation is required for the cases in between.

Our earlier study (14) has shown that the acousto-optic Bragg bandwidth of guided-wave deflectors which utilize optical waves of lowest order mode is practically identical to that of a bulk-type deflector (37). Thus, the acousto-optic Bragg bandwidth for a device which employs a single SAW of equivalent aperture $N_d$ is

$$\Delta f_B = 1.8 \frac{v^2}{f_o} = \frac{1.8}{\lambda f_o N_d / NP}$$

(21)

From Equations (20c) and (21), we see that the overall A-O Bragg bandwidth of a guided-wave deflector which employs a light beam of lowest-order mode and a phased SAW array incorporating first-order beam steering can be nearly $N$ times larger than that of a deflector employing a single SAW of identical aperture, provided that $(N/P)^{1/2} \ll 1.5 (a/d)$.

Finally, the ultimate deflector bandwidth is determined by both the acoustic bandwidth and the overall A-O Bragg bandwidth and is, in general, smaller than the lesser of the two (14). The fractional acoustic bandwidth of the interdigital finger electrode transducer is equal to $1/N_e$ where $N_e$ designates the number of finger electrode pairs. Thus, from Equation (17) it is clear that the deflector can be made acoustic bandwidth-limited by employing the phased SAW array of small $P$ together with first-order beam steering. However, since the fractional transducer bandwidth of the interdigital finger electrodes SAW transducer employing a simple electrical matching network is in general smaller than its acoustic bandwidth, the bandwidth of guided-wave A-O Bragg deflectors can be further limited by the transducer bandwidth. This limitation appears to hold in the deflectors described in the next section.
C. Experimental Results

Design of several six-element stepped array transducers with the center frequency of 325 MHz and the finger electrode arrangement as shown in Figure 23(b) was made using the guidelines established in the last section. The array transducers were fabricated on Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguides using the standard photolithographic technique. The detailed design parameters of the array transducer as well as the relating acoustic, acousto-optic and electrical parameters are listed in Table 1. Each transducer pair (consisting of two adjacent elementary transducers with a common bonding pad) was tuned with a single inductor and the three pairs were electrically driven in parallel using a power divider (Figure 23(c)). The power divider split equally the rf drive power from the signal generator and drove the three transducer pairs. The electrical isolation between any two output ports was measured to be 32 dB for the frequency range of 200 to 500 MHz. Total insertion loss of the power divider was measured to be $-0.5$ dB. The optical wave-guide supported a single TE$_0$ mode with a penetration depth of approximately 7 μm. Two directions of SAW propagation, $\pm 21.8^\circ$ from Z-axis, were utilized in this study. Our earlier study (14) has shown that for the combination of this acoustic center frequency and this optical wave-guide penetration depth the $21.8^\circ$ propagation SAW provides more efficient Bragg diffraction than the Z-propagation SAW. Consequently, most of the results to be described in this section are for the devices which employ $21.8^\circ$-propagation SAW. A rutile prism was used to couple in an unguided light beam from a He-Ne laser at 0.6328 μm and a second rutile prism was used to couple out both the Bragg diffracted and the undiffracted light beams (see Figure 24).

The incident light beam intersected the resultant SAW at a distance of approximately 2 mm from the tip of the transducer array. Thus acousto-optic interactions took place in the near-field of the resultant acoustic beam because the Fresnel distance of the elementary transducer and that of the array transducer are both considerably larger than 2 mm (see Table 1).
FIG. 23  
(a) PLANE (UNSTEPED) ARRAY TRANSDUCER  
(b) PHASED (STEPPED) ARRAY TRANSDUCER  
(c) ELECTRIC TUNING AND DRIVING CIRCUIT
FIG. 24 GUITE-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAZED DIFFRACTION FROM PHASED (STEPPE) SAW ARRAY
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Table I. DESIGN AND MEASURED PARAMETERS OF THE A-O BRAGG DEFLECTORS USING PHASED SAW ARRAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( p = 1 )</th>
<th>( p = 5 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center frequency ( f_0 )</td>
<td>325 MHz</td>
<td>325 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture ( a )</td>
<td>0.373 mm</td>
<td>1.74 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation ( d )</td>
<td>0.464 mm</td>
<td>1.93 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step Height ( h = p(A_o/2) )</td>
<td>5.27 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>26.3 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresnel Distance at Center Frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Element ( a^2/A_o )</td>
<td>1.3 cm</td>
<td>28.7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-Element Stepped Array ( (4d+2a)^2/A_o )</td>
<td>64 cm</td>
<td>1189 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acousto-optic ( Q )</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>188.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Scanning Bandwidth ( \Delta f_{Am} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Element Aperture</td>
<td>606 MHz</td>
<td>130 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-Element Plane Array Aperture</td>
<td>82 MHz</td>
<td>19 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-Element Stepped Array Aperture</td>
<td>728 MHz</td>
<td>130 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bragg Tracking Bandwidth ( \Delta f_{B} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-Element Stepped Array Aperture</td>
<td>356 MHz</td>
<td>160 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Finger Electrode Pairs ( N_e )</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance of Each Transducer Pair</td>
<td>1.7 pf</td>
<td>6.4 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning Inductance for Each Transducer Pair</td>
<td>0.139 ( \mu )H</td>
<td>0.037 ( \mu )H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Input Impedance of Each Transducer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair at the Center Frequency</td>
<td>63 ( \Omega )</td>
<td>33 ( \Omega )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Bandwidth ( \Delta f_{a} )</td>
<td>130 MHz</td>
<td>162 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Bandwidth Based on the Input Impedance ( \Delta f_{e} )</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer Bandwidth</td>
<td>113 MHz</td>
<td>120 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Beam Steering Using the First Grating Lobe

In the first design of a six-element stepped-array transducer, $p$ was chosen to be 1, thus $h = \frac{\lambda}{2} = 5.27 \mu m$. Since an electrical phase shift of $\pi$ radians was implemented through the arrangement of the finger electrodes as shown in Figure 23(b) the first grating lobe ($n = 1$) was utilized to diffract the light beam. The acousto-optic angular spectrum of the device was measured using a method similar to that employed for bulk devices (40) and the calculated values were generated using the numerical methodology previously referred to (35). The angular spectrum was obtained by rocking the deflector around the Bragg angle to vary the incident light angle and recording the diffracted light intensity. Detailed experimental set-up is shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26(a) shows the measured and the calculated angular spectra. A good agreement between the calculated values and the measured results was obtained. Tracking of the Bragg condition which resulted from the first-order acoustic beam steering was then studied by measuring the rate of the acoustic scan angle as a function of the acoustic frequency. This measurement was accomplished by taking a set of acousto-optic angular spectra corresponding to a series of acoustic frequency and by determining, from these curves, the corresponding incident angle of the light beam at which the peak of the diffracted light occurred. A constant incident angle for a range of frequency variation $\Delta f$ implies that a perfect tracking of the Bragg condition is maintained for the same frequency range. The rate of acoustic beam steering was deduced from this data and is plotted in Figure 26(b). From this figure, accurate tracking of the Bragg condition is seen to hold at least for a frequency range of from 200 MHz to 450 MHz as the acoustic beam exhibits the $1/\ell$ dependence on frequency in accordance with the prediction of Equation (16). Since both the calculated curves of Figure 26(a) and the relation given in Equation (16) are based on the phase velocity of the SAW, we conclude that both the angular spectrum of the SAW and the rate of acoustic beam steering relevant to the guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg diffraction are determined by the acoustic wavefront instead of the acoustic power flow. They are, therefore, not increased by a factor $(1 + \gamma)$ as is the case for acoustic power flow (41). Note that $\gamma$ designates the anisotropy factor for the SAW on $Y$-cut LiNbO$_3$ substrate and is 0.393 and -0.901 for the 21.8°-propagation and the $Z$-propagation SAWs, respectively.
FIG. 25 BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE BRAGG-DIFFRACTED LIGHT POWER AS A FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT LIGHT ANGLE
FIG. 26 (a) BRAGG-DIFFRACTED LIGHT POWER AS A FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT ANGLE OF THE GUIDED-LIGHT BEAM
(b) TRACKING OF THE BRAGG ANGLE USING FIRST-ORDER ACOUSTIC BEAM STEERING FROM A STEPPED SAW ARRAY (P = 1)
Measurements with the devices which employ the Z-propagation SAW also result in the same conclusion. Although accurate Bragg tracking was shown to hold for a frequency range of more than 250 MHz, the device bandwidth was measured to be only 110 MHz. This measured device bandwidth is considerably smaller than the calculated Bragg bandwidth of 356 MHz. It was limited by both the acoustic and the electrical bandwidth of the transducer. This limitation is in agreement with the discussion given at the end of Section B because the theoretical acoustic bandwidth of the transducer \((N_e = 2.5)\) was only approximately 130 MHz and was further reduced by the simple electrical matching network employed. A wider device bandwidth could be obtained by increasing both the acoustic bandwidth and the electrical bandwidth of the transducer. Finally, the total electric drive power for 50% diffraction efficiency was measured to be 315 mW at the acoustic center frequency (325 MHz).

2. Beam Steering Using the Third Grating Lobe

In order to utilize a wider acoustic beam aperture so that a higher diffraction efficiency per mW of electric drive power can be obtained, either a larger \(P\) and/or a larger \(N\) must be employed. We chose to employ a larger \(P\) but the same \(N\), namely, six in the second design because of the associated simplicity in fabrication and rf excitation. \(P\) was chosen to be 5 and a \(\phi\) of \(\pi\) radians was again implemented using the same electrode layout as in the first design. Accordingly, the third grating lobe \((n = 3)\) of the acoustic beam was responsible for the light beam deflection. From the analysis of Section B, it should be clear that the third grating lobe points in the forward direction \((\theta_A = 0)\) at the center frequency providing the most intense acoustic beam (main lobe) for acousto-optic interactions. The detailed design parameters of the array transducer and the relating acoustic and acousto-optic parameters are listed in Table 1. Note that the aperture of the elementary transducer was enlarged by a factor of 4.7. In order to study the effect of acoustic beam steering upon the frequency response of the Bragg diffraction, a plane (unstepped) array transducer with the same aperture dimensions as the stepped array transducer was also fabricated on the same LN\(\text{NbO}_3\) substrate (Figure 23(a)). No beam steering would be possible on the resultant acoustic beam generated by this plane array transducer.
The acousto-optic angular spectrum was first measured to determine the optimal incident angle of the light beam for accurate beam steering. Figure 27(a) shows the measured and calculated angular spectra. The measured acoustic beamwidth is 1.0 milliradian as compared to a calculated value of 0.94 milliradian. From the plot on the rate of acoustic beam steering versus frequency shown in Figure 27(b), accurate tracking of the Bragg condition is seen to extend from 265 MHz to 425 MHz, indicating a Bragg tracking bandwidth of 160 MHz. Figure 28 shows the frequency responses of the Bragg diffraction from an elementary SAW as well as those from the six-element phased and plane arrays. It should be noted that in the measurement of the Bragg tracking bandwidth, the finite acoustic scanning bandwidth of the elementary SAW was ignored. From Figure 28(b) the measured -3dB bandwidth for the elementary SAW is 103 MHz, as compared to a calculated bandwidth of 95 MHz. It is to be noted that a 40% acoustic bandwidth was assumed for the calculated curve. From Figure 28(a) the bandwidths for the phased and the plane SAW arrays are, respectively, 112 MHz and 21 MHz which compare well with the calculated bandwidths of 110 MHz and 19 MHz. The nulls of the frequency response for the plane array were not well resolved because of the small light beam width used. Clearly, a nearly six-fold improvement in the device bandwidth with no sacrifice in the diffraction efficiency has been achieved by incorporating the first-order acoustic beam steering. As in the device employing the first gating lobe this measured device bandwidth is smaller than the acoustic scanning bandwidth (130 MHz) because of the limitations set by the acoustic and the electrical bandwidths of the transducer. Diffraction efficiency versus the total electric drive power at the center frequency (325 MHz) was also measured and is shown in Figure 29. A total electric drive power of only 68 mW was required to diffract 50% of the incident light. Since the one-way transducer conversion loss was measured to be -13db, only 3.5 mW acoustic power was required in achieving this diffraction efficiency. The average one-way transducer conversion loss was determined by measuring the through-put conversion loss of two transducers fabricated back to back at a separation of 1 cm on the same LiNbO₃ substrate. To further reduce the electric drive power an array transducer with better conversion efficiency would have to be employed. Figure 30(a) shows the undeflected light spot (when no rf power was applied to the device) and Figure 30(b) shows the undeflected light spot with rf power both at the far field. The deflected light spot at the far-field is shown in Figure 30(c).
FIG. 27 (a) BRAGG-DIFFRACTED LIGHT POWER AS A FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT ANGLE OF THE GUIDED-LIGHT BEAM
(b) TRACKING OF THE BRAGG ANGLE USING FIRST-ORDER ACOUSTIC BEAM STEERING FROM A STEPPED SAW ARRAY (P = 5)
FIG. 28  

(a) FREQUENCY RESPONSES OF THE BRAGG-DIFFRACTED LIGHT POWER FROM A STEPPED SAW ARRAY AND FROM ITS CORRESPONDING PLANE ARRAY  

(b) FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE BRAGG DIFFRACTED LIGHT POWER FROM A SINGLE ELEMENT SAW OF THE STEPPED ARRAY IN (a)
FIG. 29
DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY VS THE TOTAL ELECTRIC DRIVE POWER (FOR THE STEPPED SAW ARRAY)
FIG. 30 FAR-FIELD UNDEFLECTED AND DEFLECTED LIGHT SPOTS USING PHASED SAW ARRAY
(a) UNDEFLECTED LIGHT WITH NO RF POWER
(b) UNDEFLECTED LIGHT WITH RF POWER
(c) DEFLECTED LIGHT
The quality of the undeflected light beam (rf power off) was preserved in the deflected light beam and deflected light beams of very good quality were achieved. Also, no mode conversion between the deflected and the undeflected light beams was observed.

D. Concluding Remarks

The results of theoretical and experimental studies have shown that guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg deflectors of very high diffraction efficiency and moderate bandwidth can be realized by employing phased SAW's of 325 MHz center frequency and first-order beam steering in Y-cut LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguides. As indicated at the outset of Section C, the optical waveguide employed in the experimental study had a penetration depth of approximately 7 µm. However, our theoretical study (14) shows that even higher diffraction efficiency and wider Bragg bandwidth would result if the penetration depth of the LiNbO$_3$ optical waveguide is smaller than 7 µm. Thus, assuming that the bandwidth of the transducer is greatly increased by incorporating a suitable matching network further improvement in the performance figures should be achievable by employing an optical waveguide of smaller penetration depth. This type of waveguide can be fabricated by sputtering (42), epitaxy (43) and indiffusion (44). In addition, as suggested in Reference (45) and partially demonstrated in Reference (34), very large bandwidth and very high diffraction efficiency can be realized by employing a combination of tilted- and phased-SAW's. Another approach to achieve the same purpose would be to employ the phased SAW's which incorporate second-order beam steering (38).

Due to the planar structure of such guided-wave deflectors, design and fabrication of the related stepped array transducer are much more flexible and simpler than their bulk-type counterparts. This fact is particularly true at the higher frequency range in which fabrication of the bulk type stepped array transducer becomes difficult (39). While means for wideband matching of interdigital transducer are available, a large fractional transducer bandwidth is in general more difficult to obtain with the SAW transducers than with the thin-film piezoelectric transducers employed in the bulk-type deflectors.

The high-performance guided-wave A-O Bragg deflectors described in this section may be used in a number of applications including processing (convolution, correlation, etc.) of wideband rf signals, high-speed optical pulse modulation, acousto-optical spectrum analysis of very wideband rf signals, high speed multiport beam switching and deflection for fiber/integrated optic systems. These applications have been demonstrated experimentally and some of the results are described in the following section.
V. WIDEBAND APPLICATIONS USING GUIDED-WAVE ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG DEVICES

The results of theoretical and experimental studies have shown that guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg devices of large diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product can be realized by employing either tilted SAWs or phased SAWs. Specifically, a very wide device bandwidth (on the order of 360 MHz) and moderate diffraction efficiency is achievable for devices utilizing tilted SAWs. Also, a moderate device bandwidth (on the order of 110 MHz) and very high diffraction efficiency has been demonstrated in a device utilizing phased SAWs. The ultimate device bandwidth is limited by the acoustic bandwidth of the interdigital transducer. RF drive power requirements, device bandwidth, and random-access switching time of these two types of devices are superior to those of existing acousto-optic devices. It should be possible to achieve even better performance figures when a step-index waveguide of smaller optical confinement is used instead of a gradient-index waveguide such as the out-diffused waveguides employed in this study. A waveguide structure which consists of a thin step-index layer of As$_2$S$_3$ (or other acousto-optic material of larger figure of merit) deposited on a LiNbO$_3$ substrate can also provide better performance figures than those provided by LiNbO$_3$ out-diffused waveguides. In addition, it is clear that by employing a combination of tilted and phased-SAW devices, very large bandwidth and very high diffraction efficiency can be realized.

The development of the wideband technique presented in this report has made it possible to design and fabricate very wideband guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg-devices and has, thus, paved the way for a number of potential applications using such devices. Possible wideband applications, similar to those common to bulk-type acousto-optic devices, include processing (convolution, correlation, etc.) of wideband rf signals, high-speed optical pulse modulation, acousto-optic spectrum analysis of very wideband rf signals, high-speed multiport beam switching and deflection for fiber/integrated optic systems. Wideband applications which have been experimentally demonstrated include high-speed multiport beam deflection/switching for future integrated/fiber optic systems, acousto-optic spectrum analysis of very wideband rf signals, processing (convolution, correlation, etc.) of wideband rf signals, high-speed optical pulse modulation, and optical time-multiplexing/demultiplexing. Only the measured performance figures of the first four will be described here.
(1) High-Speed Multiport Beam Deflection/Switching:

The number of resolvable beam diameters actually obtained is 400 with the deflector which has 358 MHz bandwidth and using a light beam aperture of 4 mm. This measured value is in good agreement with the calculated value based on \( N = \frac{\tau}{\Delta f} \). The corresponding random-access switching time is 1.24 \( \mu s \). Figure 18 shows the deflected light spots as the acoustic frequency was varied. Figure 20 shows an output light beam of 1 cm aperture. The quality of the light beam was very good. Thus, the deflector with 358 MHz bandwidth should be able to deflect this light beam aperture into 1000 resolvable beam diameters at a random-access switching time of 2.8 \( \mu s \).

Equivalently, this same device is capable of switching a guided light beam of 95 \( \mu \) aperture into 10 beam positions (channels) at a switching time of 27 ns. Consequently, noncollinear coplanar guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg diffraction constitutes the most promising scheme for planar multiport beam switching/deflection for future fiber/integrated optic systems at medium speed. For ultra-high-speed deflection/switching applications, guided-wave electro-optic devices, in particular those utilizing simple tilted electrodes (28, 29), may be employed.

(2) Spectrum Analysis of Very Wideband rf Signals:

When a spectrum of electro-magnetic signals are applied to the transducer, each spectral component generates an acoustic wave which deflects the incident light beam in a corresponding direction. Thus, by measuring the positions and intensities of the deflected light spots the frequency and strength of each spectral component may be determined. Again, using the basic formula \( N = \frac{\tau}{\Delta f} \) and a \( \Delta f \) of 358 MHz, we see that a guided light beam of 0.45 cm aperture is capable of processing 400 channels at a frequency resolution, \( \Delta f \), of 0.78 MHz. Two rf signals of varying frequency separation were applied to the deflector referred to above and the beam profiles of the deflected light beams were measured with a fiber optic probe. The plots (Figure 19) clearly show that a frequency resolution of approximately 0.8 MHz was achieved experimentally. This frequency resolution can be reduced to 0.36 MHz to achieve 1000 channels when the light beam aperture is enlarged to 1.0 cm. Advantages of this guided-wave acousto-optic spectrum analyzer (7, 45) over its bulk counter part (46) are reduced drive power requirement, reduced device size, reduced weight, and less critical with isolation and alignment problem.
In spectrum analysis application, inter-modulation and cross-modulation between different frequency components (channels) are among the important parameters. We have recently carried out a preliminary measurement using two independent rf signals of various frequency separation and power level to determine the strengths of such undesirable modulations with the guided-wave A-O deflectors referred to above. The corresponding deflected light spots for two rf signals centering at 250 and 270 MHz are shown in Figure 31. Measurements have also shown that even for the worst case of 43% diffraction, the strongest inter-modulation was -38 db down from the diffracted light power. For the practical cases the diffraction efficiency would be much lower than 43% and the corresponding inter- and cross-modulation would also be much lower than -38 db down.

(3) Processing of Wideband rf Signals:

Real-time convolution of pulse-modulated rf signals has been demonstrated. Two end-to-end identical tilted array transducers were deposited on the top of the LiNbO₃ waveguide (Figure 32). One pulse-modulated rf signal (say, the reference signal) was applied to one array transducer to generate a SAW propagating in one direction and the other pulse-modulated rf signal (the signal to be processed) was applied to the other array transducer to generate a second SAW propagating in the opposite direction. The two Bragg-diffracted light beams are frequency shifted and overlap, and thus can be collected by a lens and then mixed in a photodetector. It can be easily shown that the electrical output from the photodetector contains a component which is a convolution of the two rf pulses. This convolution signal has a carrier frequency equal to the sum of the two acoustic frequencies and can be further processed and then displaced on an oscilloscope. Typical waveforms of the convolution for single-pulse and double-pulse rf signals are shown in Figure 33. A time-bandwidth product of 305 with 107 MHz bandwidth and a dynamic range of 50 db have been demonstrated with the convolver described above. Since it is possible to achieve a very large bandwidth using the tilted SAWs, it should be possible to achieve a time-bandwidth product much larger than 305.

(4) High Speed Optical Pulse Modulation:

A rise- and decay-time of approximately 10 ns (Figure 34) has been achieved with a device of 100 MHz bandwidth. The experimental setup for this study is shown in Figure 35. A faster modulation speed should be achievable using the unit with larger bandwidth.
In summary, the very encouraging performance figures obtained with the preliminary devices indicate that the wideband guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg devices developed in this study may find many applications in future wideband multi-channel fiber and integrated optic systems.
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Spectrum Analysis of RF Signals Using Guided-Wave Acousto-Optic Bragg-Diffraction:
(a) Measurement of Inter-Modulation between Two Frequency Components $f_1$ and $f_2$
(b) Deflected Light Spots from Two Frequency Components of Various Frequency Separation and Power Level
FIG. 32 Guided-Wave Acoustooptic Signal Processing Using Multiple Tilted Surface Acoustic Waves in LiNbO₃ Waveguide
FIG. 33 Pulse-Modulated RF Signals (Lower Traces) and Their Corresponding Autoconvolution Outputs:

(a) Single RF Pulse: Center Frequency (164 MHz), Vertical Scale (20 mV/Div), Horizontal Scale (0.5 μs/Div.)

(b) Double RF Pulses: Center Frequency (164 MHz), Vertical Scale (10 mV/Div), Horizontal Scale (0.5 μs/Div.)
FIG. 34  TIME-RESPONSE OF A GUIDED-WAVE ACoustooptic PULSE MODULATOR:

(a) Pulse-Modulated RF Waveform
(b) Pulse-Modulated Diffracted Light Waveform

(Horizontal Scale: 20 ns per Major Division)
FIG. 35 Block Diagram For Guided-Wave Acoustooptic Pulse Modulation Experiment
X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, guided-wave A-0 deflector of large bandwidth-diffraction efficiency product can be realized by employing either tilted SAWs or phased SAWs in Y-cut LiNbO\textsubscript{3} waveguides. Overall performance characteristics including rf drive power requirements, device bandwidth, and random-access switching time, etc., have exceeded those of existing A-0 deflectors. Relevant parameters as well as important considerations for the design of such wideband devices have been established. It should be possible to achieve even better performance figures by employing a combination of tilted and phased SAWs and/or using an optical waveguide of smaller confinement and SAWs of higher center frequency. Other potentially useful materials are As\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3}, GaAs, Si, Tl\textsubscript{3}AsS\textsubscript{4} and TeO\textsubscript{2}. Although opaque at visible wavelength, GaAs and Si possess the potential for integrating the A-0 device with photodetectors and other electrical components for signal processing. To the best of our knowledge little work has been done on the last two materials in thin-film form. These two materials and As\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} possess much larger acousto-optic figure of merit. The development of the wideband technique presented in this report has made it possible to design and fabricate very wideband guided-wave acousto-optic Bragg-devices and has, thus, paved the way for a number of potential applications using such devices. Thus a further study of the wideband technique with emphasis on operating frequency, waveguide-material combination and a more detailed investigation on the wideband applications are recommended.
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